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emphasis* on* Time* Domain* Nuclear* Magnetic* Resonance* (TDQNMR).* High* energy* laser*
physics* utilises* low* density* porous* polymers* to* study* astrophysical* phenomena* at* high*
pressures* and* temperatures* in* the* form* of* plasma.* Low* Z,* low* density* Polymerised*High*
Internal* Phase* Emulsions* (PolyHIPE)* and* aerogels* form* a* large* part* of* these* capabilities,*
however* increasingly* stringent* laser* target* parameters* are* now* required* to* develop* new*
capabilities.*For*low*density*porous*polymers,*this*demands*greater*control*over*properties*
such* as* pore* size,* density,* composition* (CnH>n)* and* homogeneity* through* novel* synthesis*
and*characterisation.*
Microstructure*inhomogeneity*of*styreneQcoQdivinyl*benzene*(SQcoQDVB)*polyHIPEs*in*






TDQNMR.* The* strong* relationship* between* 1H* spinQlattice* relaxation* times* and* Dynmaic*
Mechanical* Analysis* (DMA)* data,* and* application* of* relaxation* experiments* at* varied*
temperatures*reveal*that*structural*inhomogeneity*is*based*on*poor*emulsion*stability*and*
clustering*of*DVB*polymer*affecting*bulk*molecular*motion.*
Divinyl* benzene* (DVB)* aerogels* and* a* range* of* innovative* CnH>n* aerogels* such* as*
polyQ5QvinylQ2Qnorbornene* were* synthesised* using* freeQradical,* cationic* or* ring* opening*
metathesis* polymerisation* techniques.* A* oneQstep* synthesis* of* homogeneous* density*
gradient*DVB*aerogels*was*developed*for*the*first*time,*which*is*fundamental*to*be*able*to*
study* plasma* shock* fronts.* Characterisation* using* XQray* tomography* revealed* the*
homogeneous* density* gradient.* Successful* carbonisation* of* dichloroparaxylene* (DCPX)*
aerogels*has*similar*properties*to*resorcinolQformaldehyde*(RF)*aerogels,*but*is*produced*in*
significantly*less*time*and*shrinkage,*presents*as*a*candidate*for*future*laser*experiments.*
Correlation* between*NMR* relaxation* times* to* established* techniques* of* DMA* and*
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Matter! at! extremely! high! pressures! and! temperatures! forms! plasma,! and! is! the!
fourth! state! of! matter! comprising! of! ionised! gases! in! the! form! of! positive! or!
negatively!charged!ions,!electrons!and!neutrons.!Plasma!is!common!throughout!the!
universe,! for! example! stars! are! largely! comprised! of! plasma,! supernovae! events!
produce!plasma,!and!plasma!shock!fronts!arise!from!solar!wind!interacting!with!the!







mm3! and! can! be! composed! of! metals,! composites! and! low! density! polymers!
depending! on! the! laser! experiment.! In! addition,! targets! are! often! complicated! in!
design,!usually!fabricated!from!a!number!of!separate!components!to!form!the!final!
laser!target.!A!major!component!of!these!targets!are!low!density!porous!materials.!
Low! density! porous! materials! are! also! used! to! incorporate! high! atomic! weight!
elements! (high! Z)! to! use! as! ‘fingerprints’! in! XAray! diagnostics.1! Lasers! can! interact!
with!targets!either!directly!or!indirectly!depending!on!the!design!of!the!experiment.!
In! direct! drive! experiments,! a! high! energy! laser! is! focused! directly! on! a! specific!
region!of! the! target.! These! experiments! are! designed! to! create! a! shock! front! or! a!
shock!wave!to!study!different!aspects!of!shock!behaviour!and!instabilities!of!matter!
in! the! plasma! state.! Indirect! drive! experiments! are! designed! to! deliver! a! uniform!
energy!to!the!target.!An!example!of!target!for!indirect!drive!experiments!consists!of!
a!metal! hohlraum! (usually! a! cylindrical! container!made!of! gold)! encapsulating! low!






validated! by! experiments! on! a! high! energy! laser.! The! laser! destroys! the! target! to!




large! scale! projects,! which! can! justify! such! cost! per! shot.! For! example,! it! cost! $8!
billion!to!construct!the!National!Ignition!Facility!(NIF)!in!the!USA,!the!largest!laser!in!
the!world,! and!which! is! approximately! the! size! of! 3! football! pitches! and! 6! stories!
high.!
!
There! are! many! high! energy! lasers! throughout! the! world! each! designed! with!
different! laser!configurations! in!order! to!perform!experiments!on!different!aspects!
of! plasma! physics.! Some! lasers! used! currently! are! NIF! at! the! Lawrence! Livermore!
National!Laboratory!(USA),!OMEGA!laser!at!the!University!of!Rochester!(USA),!Laser!
Megajoule! (France)!and!ORION!at! the!Atomic!Weapons!Establishment! (AWE)! (UK).!
NIF!consists!of!192!laser!beams!synchronised!to!interact!with!the!target!at!precisely!
the!same!time,!increasing!the!surface!temperature!and!producing!a!shock!wave!that!
will! drive! energy! through! the! target! to! generate! homogeneous! plasma.! NIF! was!
designed!to!achieve!ignition,!and!these!experiments!will!one!day!achieve!ignition!for!
nuclear! fusion!energy,!when! the!energy! released! from! the! fuel! is! greater! than! the!




major! focus! of! ORION! is! to! support! the! UK! nuclear! deterrent! program! studying!
weapons!physics.!This!thesis!is!funded!by!the!AWE!Outreach!program!with!the!aim!














In! addition! to! important! contributions! to! high! energy! physics,! low! density! foams!
doped! with! various! metals! have! been! used! to! generate! extreme! ultraviolet! light!





Low!density! foams!are!used!extensively! in!high!energy! laser!physics.! For! example,!
they!are!used!to!shield!other!component!of!a!target!from!the!laser!as! laser!energy!
propagating! through! foam! can! increase! the! homogeneity! of! the! laser! interacting!
with!the!target,!or!act!as!a!scaffold!for!other!target!components!in!the!case!of!ICF.8!
Foams! can!be!used! to!produce!plasma! jets! to! simulate!astrophysical! conditions! to!
study! young! stellar! objects.9–11! Foams! comprised! of! low! atomic! weight! elements!
(low! Z)! produce! fewer! XArays! than! higher! Z! equivalents! creating! opaque! plasmas,!
which! is!highly!desirable! for! some!experiments.!Opacity! in!plasma! is!a!measure!of!
absorption!and/or!scattering!of!radiation.2,7,12,13!
!
Most! of! the! synthetic! and! characterisation! techniques! used! here! (and! in!
development!of! laser!targets)!could!easily!apply!to!other!fields!concerned!with!low!
density! foams.! Low! density! foams! are! being! used! in! a! number! of! growing! bioA




Low! density! foams! need! to! meet! a! number! of! stringent! requirements! to! be!
considered!for!laser!physics!experiments;!
!
1. Densities! between! 3! mg/cm
€ 
−3! up! to! 100! mg/cm
€ 








ultraAprecision! lathe! can!machine! foams! to! these! dimensions,! however!
foams! cannot! fracture! as! this! may! remove! many! µm! of! material.! The!
tolerance!of!dimensions!is!strict!(±!µm).!Foams!can!be!moulded!to!shape!
but! as! they! derive! from! polymers,! shrinkage! can! become! an! issue! in!
certain!systems.!
5. Low! Z! composition! is! preferred! due! to! generation! of! greater! plasma!
opacity,!however!specific!experiments!can!require!high!Z!elements!such!
as!chlorine!or!copper.20,1!Here,!low!Z!elements!of!interest!are!!
6. Density! gradients! are! highly! desirable! for! plasma! shock! front!
experiments.! Fabricated! targets! containing! air! gaps! and! high! density!
regions!are!not!acceptable.!
!
Two!of! the!most! common! types!of! low!density!porous!polymers! that!are!used! for!







Targets! utilising! aerogels!mostly! use! resorcinolAformaldehyde! (RF)! aerogel.! RF! has!
been! considered! for! components! in! ICF,38! or! density! gradient! targets.39! There! are!




acceptable! for! some! experiments,! can! be! eliminated! through! carbonisation! to!







this! is! a! waterAinAoil! emulsion,! with! the! oil! phase! consisting! of! polymerisable!




High! energy! laser! physics! experiments! are! becoming! more! complex! and,!
consequently! this! increases! the! challenges! for!materials! scientists! to! develop! new!
low!density!materials.!As!a!result,!current!materials!commonly!used!no!longer!meet!








and! gives! validity! to! theoretical! modeling.! This! is! particularly! important! for! low!
density! materials,! which! present! many! challenges! for! characterisation! because! of!
the! lack! of! mass,! and! stringent! tolerance! limits! for! target! specifications.! Thus! an!
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well! to! one! another,! providing! a! rigorous! analysis! of! a! target! before! it! can! be!
validated!for!use!in!a!laser!experiment.!Conversely,!one!drawAback!of!such!thorough!
analysis!is!the!time!taken!to!characterise!every!target!in!reasonable!time,!especially!
as! the! experimental! conditions! and! target! designs! are! getting! increasingly!
challenging.! There! is! now! a! greater! demand! for! laser! time! and! therefore! efficient!
characterisation!of! targets! is! of! great! importance.! The! search! for! new!methods! to!
characterise! laser! materials! is! a! continuous! process! and! in! this! thesis! a! novel!
technique!for!low!density!material!characterisation,!Time!Domain!Nuclear!Magnetic!
Resonance! (TDANMR)! is!presented.!TDANMR!can!provide!a!nonAdestructive!analysis!
of! a! material! by! measuring! nuclear! spin! relaxation,! which! could! be! a! major!




The! aim! of! this! thesis!was! to! develop! new!materials! for! a!wide! spectrum! of! high!
energy! laser! physics! experiments! and! to! improve! characterisation! capabilities! of!
current!low!density!laser!target!materials.!!
!
The! interdisciplinary! requirements! to! achieve! these! aims! are! reflected! in! the!
structure! of! this! thesis.! Chapters! 2! and! 3! detail! the! theoretical! and! experimental!
background! required! to! do! this! work,! highlighting! the! extensive! effort! that! is!
mandatory! to! develop! laser! target!materials.! Chapter! 4! investigates! synthesis! and!
physical!properties!of! styreneAcoAdivinyl!benzene! (SAcoADVB),! and!derived!polyHIPE!
systems!including!paraAdivinyl!benzene!(paraADVB)!and!tertiary!butyl!styrene!(tABS).!










Styrene,! tABS,! paraADVB! and! various! copolymer! of! polyHIPEs! were! used! in! these!
experiments.!Chapter!6!describes!aerogel!synthesis!and!characterisation!and!a!new!
carbonAhydrogen! aerogel! systems.! Synthesis! of! carbonised! dichloroparaxylene!
(DCPX)! aerogels,! and! homogeneous! DVB! density! gradient! aerogels! are! strong!
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(equation! 2.2).! This! means! that!
€ 
Mw ! can! be! a! reflection! of! higher! weight! chains!
present.! These! values! can! be! obtained! from! techniques! such! as! gel! permeation!








































v = M[ ]0 − M[ ]I[ ]0
! ! ! ! (2.3)!
!
€ 
v ! is! the!kinetic!chain!chain! length,!which! is! the!number!of!monomer!units! in!each!












Free! radical! polymerisation! (FRP)! is! the! most! common! method! of! producing!
polymers.!This!is!due!to!its!versatility!and!tolerance!of!many!functional!groups.1!One!
disadvantage!of!FRP!is!that!it!is!an!uncontrolled!technique!resulting!in!high!values!of!
the! ĐM! and! despite! this! FRP! remains! the! main! method! of! producing! polyHIPEs.!
However! more! controlled! radical! polymerisation! techniques! such! as! RAFT! can!
control! the! polymerisation! reaction,! which! based! upon! the! amount! of! the! RAFT!









Polymerisation! consists! of! three! stages;! initiation,! propagation! and! termination.!!
Initiation!begins!the!polymerisation,!propagation! is!the!stage!whereby!the!polymer!
grows,! and! termination! end! chain! growth! by! combination! or! disproportionation!
mechanisms! (scheme! 2.1).! These! stages! occur! with! all! polymerisation! techniques,!








new! covalent! bond,! leaving! a! replacement! radical! that! can! continue! reacting!with!
other!monomer!units!growing!the!polymer!chain.!This!begins!the!propagation!step.!
The! readiness! of! the! initiator! to! decompose! does! not! necessarily! determine! quick!
initiation!as! the! initiator! radical! species!can!recombine,! react!with!solvent!or! react!






end! of! the! chain! for! further! addition! of! monomer! units.! During! propagation,! if!
multiple! functional! group!monomers!are!present! crossSlinking! reactions! can!occur.!
Factors!such!as!stability!of!the!radicals!produced!are! important!to!propagation,! for!
example!styrene!has!4!resonance!structures!allowing!the!radical!to!exist!for!a!longer!






The! final! polymerisation! step! is! termination! whereby! the! reactive! species! is!
quenched,! ceasing! growth! of! the! polymer! chain! by! one! of! two! mechanisms;!
combination,!or!disproportionation!(scheme!2.1).!Another!termination!mechanism!is!
through! chainStransfer,! whereby! the! propagating! chain! combines! with! another!
species! that! is! not! a! polymer! chain! such! as! solvent,! initiator! and! other! reactive!
species.! This! is! a! competitive! process! with! the! inactive! molecule! terminating! the!














the! same!monomer! can! be! polymerised! by! using!multiple!methods.3,6! Conversely,!








and! formed! by! a! twoSstep! process! whereby! the! initiator! first! forms! a! π! complex!
followed! by! an! intramolecular! rearrangement! to! form! an! ion! pair! with! the!
monomer.3! A! coScatalyst! is! necessary! for! the! initiation! step! in! cationic!
polymerisation.!This!is!a!small!molecule!such!as!water,!acetic!acid!or!a!phenol,!used!
as!proton!donators!to!the!monomer!functional!group.3,6!Using!stronger!Lewis!acids!
and! more! acidic! coScatalysts! initiation! is! faster,! as! the! stronger! proton! donation!















a! faster! rate.3! The! solvent! polarity! can! also! influence! the! reaction! rate!due! to! the!
distance! the! solvent! creates! between! the! ion! pair.! If! the! solvent! is! more! polar! it!
causes!a!bigger!the!gap!between!the!ion!pair,!which!results!in!the!creation!of!space!














Olefin! metathesis! provided! polymer! science! with! more! controlled! routes! to!
polymers;!enantioselective! reactions!and! low!ĐM!values! can!be!achieved.
7–9!This! is!
explained! by! specific! stereochemistry! of! the! ligands! on! the! catalyst,! meaning!

















A! class! of! metathesis! reactions! used! for! low! density! material! synthesis! is! ROMP.!
Cyclic! alkene!monomers! are! opened! by! coordination! to! the!metal! catalyst,!where!
metathesis!occurs,!before!addition!of!another!monomer!unit!in!the!same!manner!to!
form! a! propagating! chain.! The! polymerisation! matches! the! level! of! bond!











for! the! incoming! olefin! to! coordinate! to! the! metal! for! metathesis.! Furthermore,!
under! the! correct! conditions! there! is! no! specific! termination! process.13,14! This! is!
known!as!living!polymerisation,!when!rates!of!initiation!and!propagation!are!similar!
they! give! control! of! molecular! weight.13,15! When! this! occurs! the! polymer! chain!













propagation! steps! have! been! well! studied! for! these! catalysts.17! Initiation! and!
propagation! are! inversely! related! to! ligand! size.! Greater! rates! of! initiation! are!
followed!by!a!decrease!in!propagation!rates!and!visa!versa.17!For!example,!replacing!
chlorine! with! a! larger! halogen! causes! an! increase! in! initiation! but! decrease! in!






Grubbs’! type! catalysts! are! stable! to! many! functional! groups! and! temperature,!
particularly! in! the! solidSstate.17! However! in! a! solvated! state,! both! generations! of!











enough! that! the! two! liquids! become! more! thermodynamically! stable! to! facilitate!
formation! and! stability! of! the! emulsion,! as! well! as! forming! a! physical! barrier!
between!the! liquids.22!Surfactants!also!help! in!determining!the!emulsion!type!such!
as! an! oilSinSwater! (o/w)! or! waterSinSoil! (w/o)! emulsion.! Other! factors! that! subS
categorise! emulsions! are! based! on! different! characteristics! of! the! emulsion.! One!
example! is! the! size! of! the! dispersed! liquid! droplets;! macroemulsions! contain!
droplets! in! the! region! of! 1! to! 100!µm!diameter,!miniemulsions! droplets! are! sized!
between! 50! nm! to! 1! µm,! and! microemulsions! have! 0.01! to! 0.20! µm! sized!
droplets.23,22! Another! factor! is! the! type! of! surfactant! or! stabilising! agent! used.!
Pickering! emulsions! use! small! solid! particles! to! stabilise! droplets! instead! of! a!
liquid/solvated!surfactant.!
!
To! form!an!emulsion,! two! immiscible! liquids! and! a! surfactant(s)! are! required!with!
mechanical! agitation! to!disperse!one!phase! into! the!other.!Mechanical! agitation! is!
achieved! using! various! apparatus,! such! as! an! overhead! stirrer,! or! the! less! known!
double!syringe!technique! (HIPEs).! In! the!case!of!microemulsions,! these!are! formed!
spontaneously! due! to! thermodynamic! stability! of! the! very! small! droplets.22! The!




and!prevents! it! from!returning! to! the!constituent!components!by! reducing! surface!
tension!and!instability!mechanisms!(coalescence!and!Ostwald!ripening).!
!


















74%!of! the! total! volume!of! the! system.26,27! 74%! represents! the!maximum! volume!




HIPE;! notably! there! is! only! a! small! region! where! these! emulsions! are! stable.28!
Commonly! HIPEs! are! waterSinSoil! (w/o)! emulsions,! however! oilSinSwater! (o/w)!








despite! having! a! minimum! of! 74%! pore! volume.28! The! HIPE! droplets! act! as! a!
template!for!the!material!and!produce!a!regular!pore!structure,!which!is!unique!and!
different! from! other! foam! production! techniques.! Other! compositional! phase!
diagrams! illustrate! that! small! changes! to! emulsion! components! will! affect! the!
resulting! polyHIPE! microstructure,! producing! an! open! cell,! closed! cell! or! an!
unconnected!polymeric!material.28,30!!
!
The! pore! structure! is! templated! by! the! internal! phase! droplets,! which! is! then!
removed! after! polymerization! of! the! continuous! phase.! In! addition,! the! internal!
phase!predominately!contains!a!radical! initiator,!which!starts!the!polymerization!of!
the!continuous!phase!into!a!solid!polymer.!There!are!many!different!approaches!to!
polymerisation! of! the! continuous! phase! such! as! using! ultraviolet! radiation31! and!
redox! chemistry.32! The! HIPE! structure,! and! its! conversion! to! a! polyHIPE! have! a!
distinctive!structures!(figure!2.4).!
!



















The! role!of! a! surfactant! is! to! facilitate!emulsion! formation!and!provide! stability.! It!
creates!a! film!around!each!droplet!acting!as!a!stabilizer!and!a!barrier!between!the!
two!phases.!A!surfactant!is!composed!of!a!hydrophilic!(lipophobic)!and!hydrophobic!
(lipophilic)! component,! in! other! words! a! hydrocarbon! chain! with! a! polar! group!
attached! to! it! (figure! 2.6).! The! degree! of! hydrophobicity/philicity! is! dependent! on!
the! size! of! the! hydrocarbon! chain! and! the! polarity! of! the! head.! Therefore! the!
surfactant! has! some! degree! of! solubility! in! both! liquids,! which! is! important! to!
emulsification! as! it! reduces! surface! tension! between! liquids.22! Surfactants! are!
categorised! into! three! classes;! anionic,! cationic! and! nonSionic.! This! refers! to! the!
polar!nature!hydrophilic!head.!The!first!general!rule!in!determining!if!an!emulsion!is!
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its! hydrophileSlipophile!balance! (HLB)! value.33! This! is! particularly!useful! for! anionic!
surfactants.!The!HLB!value!is!a!measure!of!how!hydrophobic/hydrophilic!a!surfactant!
is,!and!can!be!used!as!a!general!guide!when!forming!emulsions.!The!HLB!ranges!from!
1! to! 20;! high! values! represent! hydrophilic! surfactants! and! low! values! represent!







A! surfactant! film! forms!around! the!phase! in!which! it!has!greater! solubility!with! to!
form!droplets!of!that!liquid!(figure!2.7).!The!surfactant!acts!as!a!stabilising!agent!by!
preventing! the! emulsion! from! breaking,! through!mechanisms! such! as! coalescence!
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time,! returning! to! a! more! stable! state! as! separated! liquids.! Two! instability!
mechanisms! that! lead! to! breaking! of! emulsions! are! called! Ostwald! ripening! and!
coalescence.! When! liquids! are! emulsified,! the! phenomenon! of! Ostwald! ripening!
occurs.! It! is! defined! as! the! growth! of! larger! droplets! at! the! expense! of! smaller!
droplets! as! larger! droplets! are! more! thermodynamically! favorable! than! smaller!
droplets.34,35! The!mechanism!of! action! is!mediated! by! the!mutual! solubility! of! the!
two!phases!with!each!other,!with!one!phase!passing!through!the!surfactant!film!to!





of! smaller! droplets! to! form! larger! droplets.! It! occurs! with! rupturing! of! surfactant!
films!to!create!a!larger!droplet.22!This!large!droplet!is!favourable!to!form!as!it!has!a!








to! retard! Ostwald! ripening! involve! dissolving! a! coSsurfactant/stabiliser! into! the!











as! the! growth! of! larger! droplets! through! Ostwald! ripening! and! coalescence! is!
reduced! as! these! mechanisms! look! to! create! larger! droplets! due! to! favorable!









each! phase! will! decrease! causing! the! interfacial! tension! to! decrease.! This! should!
increase! emulsion! stability! as! there! are! less! repelling! force! between! droplets.!
However,!with!this!increase!in!temperature!factors!such!as!coalescence!and!Ostwald!
ripening! can! dominate! due! to! the! thermal! energy! increasing! molecular! motion.!






Furthermore,! increased! temperature! will! increase! the! vapor! pressure! causing! an!
increased!flow!between!phases,!thus!reducing!stability.22!Finally,!emulsion!inversion!
or! breaking! can! occur! due! to! possible! changing! solubility! of! a! surfactant! as! the!













physical! interactions! using! solSgel! chemistry.! This! process! is! dependent! on! the!
experimental!conditions,! including!solution!concentration!and!pH.20,37!The!solvated!
monomer! begins! polymerisation! due! to! solvated! initiator! and! grows! into! polymer!




action.! Capillary! action! occurs! with! oven! or! vacuum! drying! techniques! causing!
damage!to!the!gel!network!by!evaporating!solvent,!thus!supercritical!solvent!drying!
is!used! to! remove! the!solvent!without!damage! (more!detail! in! chapter!3!appendix!
3.9).!The!porous!material! is!first!saturated!with!liquid!carbon!dioxide!(CO2)!and!left!
to!exchange!with!the!existing!solvent!from!a!previous!process.!Once!the!exchange!is!
complete! the! supercritical! fluid,! commonly! carbon! dioxide,! is! exchanged! and! the!

















polymerisation! and! the! concentration! of! the! monomer! solution.20! These! two! are!
particularly! linked! for! synthesis! of! low! density! systems! because! solvent! can! be!
responsible! for! shortening! polymer! chains! through! chainStransfer,3! and! low!
concentrations!of!monomer!means!that!gel!formation!is!slower!and!more!difficult!as!
there!is!less!mass!present!to!form!the!network.20!Thus,!low!density!solutions!can!be!
affected! significantly! if! the! wrong! solvent! is! used,! particularly! with! chain! transfer!
from!chlorinated!solvents,!as! shortening!of! chains!can!prevent!network! formation.!
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The! intrinsic! angular! momentum,!
€ 
Ι ,! of! magnetic! nuclei! is! known! as! spin.& The!
magnitude!of!the!angular!momentum!is!quantized!in!units!of!  
€ 
 = h 2π !and!given!by!
!
# # # # #   
€ 
Ι =  I I +1( )[ ]




















! ! ! ! ! !   
€ 
Iz = mI & & & & & & (2.5)!
!!
€ 






−I & and!   
€ 
! is! Planck’s! constant.! Thus,! a! spin!
€ 
I = 12! nucleus! has! two! different!


















! ! ! ! ! !
€ 

















! ! ! ! ! !
€ 
E = −µ⋅ Β# # # # # # (2.7)!
!
This! removal! of! degeneracy! is! known! as! the! Zeeman! interaction! (figure! 2.12)! and!







! ! ! ! !   
€ 
Ez = µz ⋅ B = −γmIB # # # # # (2.8)!
!








NMR! has! a! selection! rule,!
€ 






! ! ! !
  
€ 
ω 0 = 2πυ0 =
ΔE





ω 0 ,! is! in!units!of! rad!s
–1,!and! frequencies!of!common!NMR!
active!nuclei!are!given!in!Table!2.1.!The!Larmor!frequency!is!the!resonance!condition!





















ω 0 # /# MHz#
(9.4#T)#
€ 
ω 0 # /# MHz#
(14.1#T)#
1H! 99.99! 26.75! 400.0! 600.13!
13C! 1.11! 6.73! 100.6! 150.90!
19F! 100.00! 25.18! 376.5! 464.69!


























in! equation! 2.10,! and! is! equal! to!   
€ 
−γB0 .! Therefore,! the! Boltzmann! distribution! is!
dependent! on! the! individual! nucleus! and! experimental! conditions! such! as! the!
strength!of! the!static!magnetic! field!and! temperature.!At!higher!external!magnetic!
field! strengths,! sensitivity! improves! due! to! the! energy! gap! between! energy! levels!
increasing.!This!is!explained!in!more!detail!in!the!following!passages.!
!
However,! while! equation! 2.10! defines! the! ratio! between! the! occupancy! of! the!
energy! level! by! the! spins! in! a! system,! the! population! difference! between! the! two!
energy!levels!is!defined!by!
!
! ! ! ! !
€ 
M0 = nupper − nlower ! ! ! ! ! (2.11)!
!
This! sum!has!been!called! the!bulk!magnetisation! (
€ 
Μ 0),!which!aligns! itself!with! the!
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direction! of! the! external!magnetic! field,!
€ 
B0 ,! along! the! predefined! zSaxis.! It! is! the!
detectable!magnetisation!of! a!NMR!experiment,! and! strictly! speaking,! is! known!as!
the!net!magnetisation,!however!bulk!magnetisation!is!also!used.!
!
The! population! distribution! has! a! dependence! on! the! temperature! of! the! sample!




I = 12! nucleus.! The!net!magnetization! (
€ 
































gyromagnetic! ratio.! Curie’s! law! states! that! the! magnetisation! is! proportional! to!
magnetic! field! and! inversely! proportional! to! the! temperature,! when! the! external!
magnetic! field! is! sufficiently! small!and/or! temperature! is! sufficiently!high.39!Curie’s!
law!is!simplified!to!!
!













When! the! resonance! condition! of! a! nucleus! is! fulfilled,! the! bulk! magnetisation!





















! ! ! ! ! !
€ 
Β = B0k ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.15)!
!
where! ! is! the!unit!vector! in!the!z!axis.!The!component!form!of!the!equations!of!
motion!for!magnetisation!in!each!axis!are!defined!as!
!











! ! ! ! ! (2.16)!
!
that! can! be! solved! by! the! following! set! of! equations! (2.17),! whereby! the! starting!
condition!of!
€ 
My (0) = 0 !is!assumed!(no!magnetisation!in!this!axis!at!this!time).!
!
! ! ! ! !
€ 
Mx (t) = Mx (0)cos(γB0t)
My (t) = −Mx (0)sin(γB0t)
Mz = Mz(0)
! ! ! ! (2.17)!
#
These! equations! describe! the! motion! in! the! xSy! plane,! and! the! z! component! is!
constant.!The!magnetisation!travels!with!an!angular!velocity!
€ 
ω 0 = γB0 !i.e.!the!Larmor!








To! better! understand! an! NMR! experiment! it! is! convenient! to! treat! the! system! of!
spins! within! a! sample! according! to! classical! mechanics! rather! than! quantum!
mechanics.! This! can!be!achieved! for! spin!
€ 
I = 12! nuclei!by!application!of! the!vector!




of! an! applied! pulse,! a! linearly! oscillating! magnetic! field,! moves! the! bulk!
magnetisation! down! into! the! xSy! plane.! In! addition,! as! soon! as! the!magnetisation!
vector!has!moved! from!the!z!axis,! the!magnetisation!also!starts! to!precess!around!
the!axis!it!has!been!pushed!down!into.!Remaining!in!the!laboratory!frame,!visualizing!
these!motions!can!be!difficult.!The!rotating! frame! is! thought!of!as! rotating!around!
the! zSaxis! at! the! same! frequency!as! the!applied! radiofrequency!pulse,! thereby! the!
applied! pulse! is! viewed! as! a! temporary! application! of! a! static! field.! This! simple!






axis.! Once! the! pulse! has! stopped,! the! offset!magnetisation!may! precess! around! a!
residual! magnetic! field! (
€ 
ΔB0 )! at! specific! angular! frequency! ( )! if! the!
€ 
ωRF ! pulse!
does!not!match! the! Larmor! frequency,!
€ 
ω 0 .! The! angular! frequency! is! given!by! the!
offset!of!these!two!frequency!terms!to!give!!
!
! ! ! ! ! !
€ 
Ω =ω 0 −ωRF ! ! ! ! ! (2.18)!
!









Once! magnetisation! has! been! moved! from! an! equilibrium! state! and! into! the! xSy!
plane! by! a! radiofrequency! pulse,! the! process! by!which! it! returns! to! equilibrium! is!
known! as! relaxation.! There! are! three! relaxation! processes! in! NMR,! spinSspin!














and! these! terms! describe! the! relaxation! times! for! magnetisation! parallel! to! and!
perpendicular! to! the!
€ 


















= γΜ ⋅ Β z +
M0 −Mz( )
T1
! ! ! ! (2.19)!
!










equations! of! motion! (equation! 2.17)! include! these! relaxation! terms,! the!
magnetisation!components!evolve!as!
!
! ! ! !
€ 


















! ! ! ! (2.20)!
!
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In! practice! it! is! not! possible! to! entirely! measure! the! relaxation! times! due! to! the!




























Whilst! figures! 2.13! and! 2.14! schematically! demonstrate! the! relaxation! modes! in!
practice,!and!the!Bloch!equations!describe!the!motion!of!the!relaxing!magnetisation!








the! magnetic! field,! and! for! a! heteronuclear! spin!
€ 







! ! ! ! !Dipolar!splitting/Hz!=!
€ 
KIS (3cos2θ −1) !








































Figure#2.15.! The!energy! levels! for! a!pair! of! spin!
€ 




S ,! showing! the! single! spin! flip!
transitions.! Image!adapted!from!P.! J.!Hore,! in!Nuclear!Magnetic!Resonance,!Oxford!University!Press!
Inc.,!New!York,!U.S.A,!1995,!ch.5!pp.!61.!
#




in! a! molecule! to! move! roughly! 1! radian! (60°).38! Short! correlation! times! and! long!





! ! ! ! ! !
€ 
J(ω) = 2τC1+ω 2τC2





ω ! is! the! angular! frequency! and! the! spectral! density! is! described! as! being!
proportional! to! the! probability! of! finding! a! component! of! random! motion! at! a!
particular! frequency.38! The! spectral! density! is! proportional! to! the! spinSlattice!





















given! by! the! term!
€ 
3cos2θ −1.! Factors! such! as! an! increase! in! temperature,! or!
reduced!molecular! size! can! result! in! greater!molecular! tumbling! causing! a! greater!









T1ρ .! In! situations! where! the! RF! pulse! is! not! switched! off! once!
magnetisation!has!been!pushed! into!the!xSy!plane,!
€ 

















! ! ! ! !
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In! addition! to! its! importance! to! relaxation,! dipolar! coupling! is! one! mechanism! in!
solidSstate!NMR!that!broadens!NMR!spectra.!It!is!a!through!space!effect!that!arises!
because! of! the! interaction! between! the! magnetic! dipole! of! a! nucleus! and! other!



























































the! strength! of! the! dipolar! interaction.! The! effect! splits! a! signal! into! a! doublet! (if!
€ 




I ≠ S ,! the! maximum! magnitude! is!
€ 
2ωD ! and! in! a! homonuclear! spin!
system,!
€ 














σ .! In! the! principal! axis! system,! this! tensor! is! diagonal! and! can! be!





δ ,! can! be! described! as! having! an! isotropic! part,!
€ 
δ iso ,! and! an!
anisotropic! part,! which! has! a! magnitude,!
€ 









δ = δ iso + 12ΔCSA 3cos2θ −1( ) +ηCS sin2 φ −1( )[ ] !! ! (2.26)!
!
In! the! solutionSstate,! molecules! are! constantly! tumbling! and! because! of! the!
orientation! dependent! term!
€ 
3cos2θ −1! averaging! to! zero,! this! interaction! has! no!
effect! and! the! chemical! shift! becomes! simply! the! isotropic! value.!However,! in! the!
solidSstate!with!a!powdered!crystalline!sample!this!is!not!the!case.!Each!single!crystal!
has! its!own!orientation!with! respect! to!
€ 





! ! ! !
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liquids# through# the# narrow# orifice# produces# droplets# of# the# liquids# to# induce#
emulsification.#The#method#was#primarily#designed#to#reduce#air#bubble#content#that#




purpose# and# not# experiments# on# lasers.# Cooled# monoliths# were# washed# using#









was# removed# from# the# syringes# before# connection.# Emulsions# were# prepared# by#
continuously#pumping#the#contents#of#the#syringes#backSandSforth#through#the#luer#
connector# into# the# other# syringe# until# emulsification# was# completed.# This# was#
indicated# by# a# sudden# increase# in# viscosity# and# a# homogeneous# mixture# was#
obtained.# The# number# of# plunges# required# to# form# an# emulsion# varied.# This# also#
varied#by#changing#the#polymer#system#and#the#range#of#plunges#was#as#little#as#6#to#
as# many# as# 70# or# more.# Changing# the# composition# of# the# emulsion# gave# rise# to#
variations#within#the#same#system#as#variations#in#viscosity#and/or#hydrophobicity.#It#




The# emulsion# was# then# transferred# to# a# glass# vial# or# plastic# syringe,# sealed# and#
polymerised#at#60°C# for#72#hours.#Once#cooled,# the#vial#was#broken#or# the#syringe#
cut# to# remove# the# polyHIPE# and# the# solid# monoliths# were# washed# by# Soxhlet#
extraction# with# water,# followed# by# methanol.# For# polyHIPEs# below# 50# mg# cm
€ 
−3,#
gentle#mechanical# agitation#was# used# instead# of# Soxhlet.# PolyHIPEs#were# put# into#
plastic#baskets#with#holes#to#protect#them#from#any#damage#yet#allow#penetration#of#
the#solvent#and#then#placed#into#a#vessel#containing#a#magnetic#stirrer#and#a#solvent.#
After# a# period# of# 24S48# hours,# the# solvent#was# changed# from#water# to#methanol.#















Reagents# used# were# styrene,# deuterated# styrene# (SSd8),# divinyl# benzene# 80# (DVB)#
(technical#grade),#paraSdivinyl#benzene#(85%,#10%#metaSdivinyl#benzene),#methanol,#
deionised#water,#deuterated#water#(D2O),#sorbitan#monooleate#(Span®#80),#sorbitan#









mixed# thoroughly,# then# transferred# to# a# 10#mL# gas# tight# syringe.# Deionized#water#
(8.8# mL,# 0.49# mol)# containing# potassium# persulfate# (0.44g,# 1.63# mmol)# was#
transferred# to# another# 10#mL# gas# tight# syringe.# The# double# syringe# emulsification#
procedure#was#carried#out#as#described#in#chapter#3.#Generally,#the#resulting#HIPEs#


































TSbutyl# styrene# and# DVB# (table# 3.2)# were# combined# with# Span®# 80# (0.28# g,# 0.65#
mmol)# and# mixed# thoroughly,# then# transferred# to# a# 10# mL# gas# tight# syringe.#
Deionized# water# (8.8# mL,# 0.49# mol)# containing# potassium# persulfate# (0.44g,# 1.63#
mmol)# was# transferred# to# another# 10# mL# gas# tight# syringe.# The# double# syringe#
emulsification#procedure#was# carried#out# as#described# in# chapter#3.#Generally,# the#
resulting# HIPEs# were# homogeneous# and# that# increasing# DVB# volumes# reduced#




















(8.8# mL,# 0.49# mol)# containing# potassium# persulfate# (0.44g,# 1.63# mmol)# was#
transferred# to# another# 10#mL# gas# tight# syringe.# The# double# syringe# emulsification#
procedure#was#carried#out#as#described#in#chapter#3.#Generally,#the#resulting#HIPEs#
were# homogeneous# and# that# increasing# DVB# volumes# reduced# emulsion# viscosity.#
100%# paraSDVB# HIPEs# were# less# viscous# that# the# 100%# DVB# equivalent.# Once#




































Span®#80/20# 0.21/0.490# 0.07/0.20# N/A# N/A#
CTAB,#DDBSS,#Span#
80#
0.18/0.412# N/A# 0.008/0.022# 0.012/0.034#
CTAB,#DDBSS,#Span#
20#




Styrene# (0.882#mL,#7.692#mmol)# and#DVB# (0.219#mL,#1.538#mmol)#were# combined#
with#Span®#80#(0.28#g,#0.65#mmol)#and#mixed#thoroughly,# then#transferred#to#a#10#
mL# gas# tight# syringe.# Deuterated# water# (8.8# mL,# 0.49# mol)# containing# potassium#
persulfate# (0.44g,# 1.63#mmol)#was# transferred# to# another# 10#mL# gas# tight# syringe.#
The#resulting#HIPE#was#homogeneous.#Once#emulsified,#the#HIPE#was#transferred#to#
a# plastic# syringe,# sealed,# and# placed# into# a# 60°C# oven# to# polymerise# for# 72# hours.#






(0.375#mL,# 3.53#mmol)#with# Span®# 80# (0.28# g,# 0.65#mmol)# and#mixed# thoroughly,#
then# transferred# to# a# 10# mL# gas# tight# syringe.# 2VNScoSDVB# was# synthesised# by#
combining#2VN#(0.9g,#5.837#mmol),#toluene#(0.375#mL,#3.53#mmol),##and#DVB#(0.055#
mL,# 0.422#mmol)# with# Span®# 80# (0.28# g,# 0.65#mmol)# and#mixed# thoroughly,# then#
transferred# to# a# 10# mL# gas# tight# syringe.# Deionised# water# (8.8# mL,# 0.49# mol)#
containing#potassium#persulfate# (0.44g,#1.63#mmol)#was# transferred# to#another#10#
mL#gas# tight# syringe.#Generally,# the# resulting#HIPEs#were#homogeneous#but# fragile#
with# the# emulsion# partly# breaking# during# polymerisation.# Once# emulsified,# HIPEs#
were# transferred# to# a# plastic# syringe,# sealed,# and# placed# into# a# 60°C# oven# to#
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By# definition# gels# are# polymer# networks# across# the# entire# the# vessel# used# for#
polymerisation# and# contain# solvent# between# pores.14# Aerogels# are# gels# with# the#
solvent#removed#by#supercritical#drying.#
#
Gels# were# prepared# using# different# reagents,# which# are# detailed# in# the# following#
sections,# nevertheless# general# preparation# of# gels# was# to# mix# the# monomer# and#
solvent# in#a#glass# vial# at#a# ratio# to#achieve#100#mg/cm
€ 
−3# density.# The# initiator#was#
added# at# a# concentration# shown# in# table# 3.5# and# homogenously# mixed# with# the#
solvent#and#monomer#to#initiate#polymerisation.#Polymerisations#using#Grubbs#type#
catalysts#were#performed#at#room#temperature.#The#time#taken#for#gels#to#form#was#















5V2N# SnCl4# 21,#42# DCE#










In# some# cases,# carbonisation# of# aerogels# was# performed# to# remove# unwanted#
elements# from# the# material.# Higher# Z# elements# cause# more# interference# of# XSray#
scattering# in# the# plasma# state,# thus# it# is# desirable# to# remove# these# elements# if#





Divinyl# benzene# 80# (DVB),# methanol,# benzene,# toluene,# 1,2Sdichloroethane# (DCE),#
azobisisobutyronitrile#(AIBN),#tin#(IV)#chloride,#dicylcopentadiene#(DCPD)#(mixture#of#
exoS# and# endoS# isomers),# norbornene# (mixture# of# isomers),# 5SvinylS2Snorbornene#
(5V2N)# (mixture# of# isomers),# 1,4Sdichloro# pSxylene# (DCPX),# chlorobenzene,#
bromobenzene,# benzylideneSbis# (tricyclohexylphosphine)Sdichlororuthenium#
(Grubbs# 1),# bis(tricyclohexylphosphine)S3SphenylS1HSindenS1Sylideneruthenium#









Techniques# used# to# characterise# aerogels# were# SEM,# elemental# analysis,# TDSNMR,#




400°C# for#one#hour.#The# furnace#was# then#switched#off#and#cooled#by#convection.#
The#carbonisation#was#carried#out#under#an#inert#N2#atmosphere.#
#
Densities# of# aerogels# were# obtained# by# mass# and# volumetric# measurements# of#
cylindrical# shaped# samples.# The# weights# of# samples# were# measured# using# a# five#





However,# for# DVB# and# DCPX,# as# they# are# bifunctional# monomers,# high# initiator#
concentrations#were#used#as#it#was#postulated#that#it#could#be#another#route#to#gel#
network# formation.# Shorter# chains# are# compensated# by# being# composed# of#
bifunctional# monomers# thus# have# an# increased# crossSlinking# concentrated,# may#
result#in#gel#formation#due#to#increased#number#of#polymer#clusters#formed.#Higher#















point# drier# using# carbon# dioxide# as# the# supercritical# fluid# to# give# a# dry# aerogel.#
Aerogels#were#an#offSwhite#colour.#It#was#observed#that#decreasing#target#density#of#
gels# resulted# in# more# fragile# gels,# which# meant# removing# from# the# glass# often#
resulted#in#damage#to#the#gel.#Gels#of#all#densities#often#stuck#to#the#glass#vial,#which#
meant#that#on#breaking#of#the#glass#the#gel#was#damaged#in#the#process#but#in#some#












100# 0.50/3.84# 0.1215/0.768# 4.5#
50# 0.25/1.92# 0.063/0.384# 4.75#








formed.# Once# all# reagents# were# mixed# together,# the# solution# was# left# at# room#
temperature# (24±1°C)# to# gel.#Gels# formed# in# a#matter# of# seconds,# but# left# to# cure#
overnight# to# ensure# extensive# polymerisation# throughout# the# system.# Gels# were#
carefully# removed# from# the# glass# vial# and# placed# into# another# vessel# containing#
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the# glass# vial# whereas# lower# density# gels# were# very# soft# and# easily# damaged# on#
breaking#of#the#glass.##
#

















































5V2N# gels#were# prepared# by#mixing# the#monomer#with# dichloroethane# (DCE)# in# a#
glass#vial.#A#pipette#was#used#to#add#the#initiator.#Transfer#of#the#initiator#to#the#vial#
was# fast,# and# performed# in# a# fume# cupboard,# as# tin# (IV)# chloride# produced#white#
fumes# on# contact# with# air.# This# did# not# present# a# problem# for# polymerisation,# as#
water# was# the# coScatalyst# for# cationic# polymerisation# using# tin# (IV)# chloride# as#








and# crossSlinking# monomer# to# the# wet# gel.# Bifunctional# monomers# were# used# to#
ensure# crossSlinking# between# chains# occurred.# Gels# were# left# overnight# to# ensure#
sufficient# swelling#of# the#gel#by# the#solvent/monomer#mixture#and#diffusion#of# the#
monomer# into# the# gel# network.# Then,# an# aliquot# of# Grubbs# catalyst# in# DCE# was#
added#to#initiate#crossSlinking.#Gels#were#left#for#a#period#of#24S48#hours#to#react#at#
room# temperature,# after# which# they#were# cleaned# in#methanol# and# dried# using# a#
CPD#using#carbon#dioxide#as#the#supercritical#fluid.#
#
Table#3.8# contains# the#experimental# details# for# 5V2N#aerogel# formation,# and# table#





































glass# vial.# In# a# fume# cupboard,# tin# (IV)# chloride#was# added# to# the#mixture# using# a#
pipette,#then#the#entire#solution#mixed#thoroughly#before#placed#in#an#oven#at#86°C.#
Gels#formed#within#48#hours,#and#were#left#an#additional#72#hours#to#cure.#The#glass#
vials# were# carefully# broken,# and# gels# were# so# robust# that# often# they# were#
undamaged# on# removal.# Gels# were# transferred# to# another# vessel# containing#


























In# a# fume#cupboard,#DCE#and# tin# (IV)# chloride#were#mixed# together# in#a# glass# vial.#
DVB#was# added# using# a# pipette# and# then# a# glass#melting# point# tube#was# inserted#
vertically# as# fast# as# possible.# The# mixture# was# left# at# room# temperature# to#
polymerise.#Gels#formed#within#minutes#and#left#at#least#24#hours#to#cure,#and#then#
carefully# removed# from# the# glass# vial# and# placed# into# another# vessel# containing#
methanol# to# allow# the# solvents# to# exchange.# After# a# period# of# 24S48# hours# with#
regular#changing#of# the#methanol,#gels#were#dried#using#a#critical#point#drier#using#
carbon# dioxide# as# the# supercritical# fluid# to# give# a# dry# aerogel.# Aerogels# were# an#
orange#color#in#regions#of#high#density,#and#white#in#regions#of#low#density.#
#






















relaxometer# operating# at# 19.85# MHz# for# 1H# nuclei.# Powdered# samples# were#
contained# in# 10#mm#NMR# inactive# silica# tubes.# The#machine# had# a# programmable#
temperature# controller# that# allowed#experiments# to# be#performed# in# the# range#of#
−100°C#to#+200°C#by#using# liquid#nitrogen#and#nitrogen#gas#to#achieve# low#or#high#
temperatures#respectively.#Background#checks#were#performed#to#ensure#that#there#
was# no# contribution# to# the# NMR# signals# from# the# sample# tubes.# All# experiments#
performed#under#static#conditions,#as#the#MQ20#does#not#have#magic#angle#spinning#
(MAS)# capabilities.# Experiments# performed# were#
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Two# model# studies# on# a# semiScrystalline# polymer,# polyvinylidene# fluoride# (PVDF),#
and#polystyrene#GPC# standards,#were#performed# to# validate# the# experimental# setS
up.# The# delivery# of# the# apparatus# was# delayed# by# 6# months# therefore# it# was#
necessary# to# use# wellScharacterised# polymers# such# as# PVDF# and# polystyrene# to#
achieve# validation.# PVDF# is# a# well# characterised# polymer# using# many# techniques#








performed.# It#was#postulated# that# the# results#of# these# initial#experiments#could#be#
translated# to# low# density# polymers# by# applying# a# similar# set# of# experimental#
parameters.#
#
















recovery# is# often# faster# measure# of#
€ 
T1# compared# to# inversion# recovery# method,#




Μ 0),# the#difference# in#population#of#energy# levels.#Performing#a#number#of#pulses#
sequentially#puts#the#spins#out#of#this#energy#equilibrium#and#then#a#time#delay#(tau)#
























T1ρ # is# known# as#
€ 







The# experiment# is# repeated# with# increasing# spin# lock# times# until# all# the#
magnetisation#has#dephased,#resulting#in#acquisition#of#no#signal.#
#
This# experiment# is# relevant# to# semiScrystalline# polymers# as# the# relaxation# times#
between#the#amorphous#and#crystalline#phases#differ#due#to#different#mobility#as#a#
result# of# molecular# structure.# A#
€ 
T1ρ # experiment# using# highSfield# SSNMR# of# PVDF#
reveals# these# two# domains.2# This# is# also# expected# at# low# field# strength# for# semiS
crystalline#polymers#as#seen#in#the#initial#trials#performed#on#PVDF#(Appendix#3.12);#













T1ρ # experiment# was# performed#with# the# pulse# sequence# shown# in# figure# 3.4.#
Experiments#performed#used#a#90°# 1H#rf#power#at#6#dB#which#was#calculated#to#be#
73.5# and# 91.2# kHz# for# a# duration# of# 3.40# and# 2.74#microseconds# (µs)# respectively.#
The# effective# spin# lock# field# is# attenuated# by# the# duration# of# the# spin# lock# pulse#
which# was# incremented# from# 0.1# to# 40#ms.# The# spin# lock# time# increase# between#








wideSbore#magnet.# Powdered# samples#were#packed# into# zirconia# rotors#with# KelSF#
drive# caps# for# use# with# a# 4mm# HFXY# or# 4mm# double# resonance# MAS# probes#
respectively.# The# other# spectrometer# used# was# a# 400# MHz# Varian# VNMRS#
spectrometer# operating#with# a# 9.4# T#wideSbore#margent.# Powdered# samples#were#
packed# into#4.0#mm#zicronia#rotors#with#a#Vespel™#drive#cap# for#use#with#a#Varian#
Chemagnetics# T3# probe# in# double# resonance# mode.# All# spectra# were# obtained# at#






CP# experiments# were# performed# to# increase# the# signal# of# nuclei# by# a# boost# from#
another#nuclei.#Commonly#this#is#a#1HS13C#CP#where#the#1H#nuclei#are#used#to#boost#
the# less# abundant# 13C# nuclei.# This# is# performed# by#matching# both# sets# of# nuclear#























800# 71.4# 71.4# Spinal64# 14#
TSBSScoSDVB# 1000# 83.3# 83.3# Tppm15# 12.5#
2VN# 1000# 71.4# 71.4# Tppm15# 12#
5V2N# 1500# 83.3# 83.3# Tppm15# 12.5#
#


















1000# 83.3# 83.3# 10#
Styrene# 1000# 83.3# 83.3# 12#
DVB# 1000# 83.3# 83.3# 12#







A#CP#experiment# is#performed#by# firstly#a#90°x#pulse#on# the#proton#channel# to# flip#
magnetization#from#the#z#axis#into#the#–y#axis.#Then#a#second#pulse#is#applied#along#
the# y# axis# with# a# field# of# !!
€ 
B1(1H) # and# spin# locks# the# 1H# magnetization,# whilst#
simultaneously# another# pulse# is# applied#with# another# field#
€ 
B1# to# spin# lock# 13C.# For#
crossSpolarization# to# occur,# which# is# achieved# by# setting# the# amplitudes# of# the#
pulses,#the#HartmanSHann#matching#condition#must#be#fulfilled5,6#(equation#3.1)#
#
# # # # !!
€ 




# # # # !!
€ 
γHB1 1H( ) = γCB1 13C( ) ±ωMAS # # # (3.2)#
#
Once# matched,# both# sets# of# spins# are# spinSlocked# on# the# –y# axis# and# transfer# of#
magnetization#from#1H#spins#to#13C#spins#occurs.#This#transfer#occurs#via#the#dipolar#
coupling# and# causes# a# redistribution# of# energy# between# the# spins,# but# overall# the#









More# specific# structural# investigations# were# performed# using# direct# polarization#
experiments#on#a#deuterated#styreneScoSDVB#polyHIPE.#It#was#postulated#that#direct#
polymerisation#of#the#13C#nuclei#in#the#crossSlinking#DVB#whilst#styrene#contributions#























The# DEPTH# experiment# is# designed# to# eliminate# unwanted# contributions# to# a#
spectrum#from,#for#example,#the#NMR#probe#or#contaminations#in#the#sample.#This#is#
achieved# by# using# two# 180# degree# pulses# together# after# the# 90# degree# direct#
polarization#pulse.#Spins#that#do#not#experience#a#true#90#or#180#pulse#are#lost,#thus#
! 70!



























beyond# the# scope# of# this# work.# Briefly,# a# motor# produces# a# sinusoidal# force# and#
through# a# cantilever# in# contact# with# the# material# the# stress# is# applied.# A# linear#
variable# differential# transformer# (LVDT)# detects# the# deformation# response# of# the#
material.# The# rate# of# the# applied# stress,# or# frequency,# over# a# period# of# time# will#




material# dimensions,# direction# of# the# application# of# the# stress,# and# domains# of#
measurements#such#as# strain,# time#or# temperature#are#all# important#varibles.8#The#
applied# force# is# called# stress,#
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for# completion,# as# these# terms# are# all# related# (figure# 3.7).8# Furthermore,# some#
articles# referenced# throughout# this# work# appear# to# use# both# elastic# and# Young’s#
modulus# interchangeably.# Whilst# they# measure# the# same# property# (hence# the#


















Similar# to# many# mechanical# characterisation# techniques,# DMA# is# sensitive# to#
structural# changes# in# a# material;# such# as# a# change# in# the# level# of# crossSlinking#
(affecting# strength),# bulk# density,# crystallinity# of# material,# and# molecular# weight.8#
Furthermore,# the#addition#of#plasticizers#will#effect# the#modulus#depending#on# the#













response# of# perturbed# nuclear# spins# returning# to# an# equilibrium# state,#which# uses#
correlation# time# (
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= A J ωτCε( ) + 4J 2ωτCε( )[ ] # # (3.7)#
#
Thus# it# could# be# expected# that# correlations# between# DMA# experiments# and# spinS
lattice# relaxation# times# exist# despite# the# large# difference# in# frequencies# of# the#
probed# motion.# The# loss# modulus# describes# the# energy# loss# in# a# material# due# to#
internal# molecular# motions.8# SpinSlattice# relaxation# loses# energy# from# the#





DMA#experiments#were#performed#using# an# Instron#5582,#with# a# 10# kN#maximum#
press# load# and# 100# kN#maximum# plate# load.#Manufacturer# software# analysed# the#
stressSstrain#plots#to#obtain#Elastic#modulus#(Automatic#Young’s#modulus).#PolyHIPE#
cylinders#with#parallel#surfaces#were#used#in#these#experiments,#and#synthesised#by#








Mercury# porosimetry# is# a# characterisation# technique# that# measures# different#
physical#properties#of#a#material#such#as#pore#size#diameter,#pore#area#and#porosity#
by#using#pressurized#mercury# to# intrude# into# the#porous# structure.# Liquid#mercury#
has#a#high#surface#tension#which#does#not#penetrate#material#pores,#and#it#has#a#high#
contact# angle#with# surfaces#which# prevents# the#material# from#wetting,# thus# it#will#
only#enter#the#structure#under#pressure.13#By#using#a#nonSwetting#liquid#and#knowing#












γ # is# the# surface# tension# of# mercury,#
€ 
θ # is# the# contact# angle# and#
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) 100 # # (3.11)#
#
The#apparatus#consists#of#a#vessel#for#the#sample#called#a#penetrometer,#pumps#to#
create# the#vacuum#and#pressure# for# the#mercury# to# intrude# into# the#material.# The#
penetrometer# has# a# capillary# ‘stem’# containing# the# mercury# and# is# also# used# to#
monitor# how# much# mercury# has# intruded# into# the# sample.# At# low# pressure,# the#
mercury# flows# down# the# stem# around# the#material# and# then# higher# pressures# are#
used#to#induce#intrusion#to#begin#measurement.#Pore#diameters#as#small#as#3#nm#in#
size# can# be# accessed# by# using# pressures# of# 60,000# psi.13# The# applied# pressure# is#
constant# and# consistent# to# produce# a# pressureSvolume# intrusion# curve# plotting#
volume#of#mercury#intruded#and#the#pressure#from#which#data#can#be#obtained.#!
Analysis# was# performed# using# a# Micromeritics# Autopore# IV# 9500.# Intrusion# and#




















SEM# is# a# wellSestablished# surface# analysis# technique# that# uses# a# focused# electron#
beam#to# image#materials.# It#can#achieve#high#magnifications#(nm#resolution#for#the#
Carl#Ziess#apparatus#used#in#this#work)#without#loss#of#image#quality#as#well#as#XSray#





specimen.# The# beam# diameter# is# affected# by# factors# such# as# the# aperture# angle,#
cathode#filament#type,#beam#current,#and#the#distance#from#the#specimen.14#Most#of#




The# electron# beam# interacts# with# the# protons# and# electrons# in# a# specimen.# The#
interactions#can#be#elastic#where#no#energy#is#lost,#or#inelastic#where#energy#is#lost,#
depending# on# interaction# of# beam# electrons# with# either# the# nucleus# or# electron#
cloud.14#In#an#elastic#interaction,#electrons#are#called#backscattered#electrons#(BSE).#
An# inelastic# interaction# can# cause# electrons# from# the# electron# cloud# to# have#
sufficient#energy#to# leave,#called#secondary#electrons# (SE).#The#detector#can#detect#
both# types# of# electron# scattering,# however,# the# instrument# must# be# tuned# to#
whichever# is#of# interest.14#Difference#between#BSE#and#SE#are#two#fold,#the#energy#




Imaging# difficulties# can# arise# from# beam# astigmatism# but# also# from# the# specimen.#
Specimens# are# ideally# electrical# conductors,# however# nonSconducting# samples# like#

















Fractured# polyHIPE# monoliths# were# imaged# using# a# Carl# Ziess# Ultra# Plus# Field#
Emission#(FE)SEM#or#a#Jeol#JSM#5600#SEM.#Most#materials#were#uncoated#to#prevent#
increased# wall# thickness# from#metal# deposition.# However,# this# increased# material#
charging,#affecting# image#quality#on#occasion.#This#was#overcome#by#application#of#



















Conventional#drying# techniques# such#as#drying# in#air#or#oven#damages# low#density#
porous# materials# as# capillary# action# and# evaporation# from# the# surface# results# in#






The# solvent# used# for# polymerisation# is# exchanged#with# another# solvent# that# has# a#
low# critical# point.# The# critical# point# of# a# solvent# occurs# at# high# temperature# and#
pressure#(Figure#3.8).#Liquid#CO2#is#heated#inside#a#pressure#vessel#where#CO2#passes#
the# liquid/gas# phase# boundary# into# the# supercritical# gas# region.# The# supercritical#









The# supercritical# fluid# used#with# a# Polaron®# CPD#was# liquid# CO2.# Porous#materials#
were# flushed# with# liquid# CO2# over# a# period# of# 24# hours# to# ensure# full# solvent#
exchange#had#occurred#before#being#heating#to#36°C,#and#held#at#this#temperature#
for# 30# to# 60# minutes# to# ensure# that# the# CO2# was# at# the# supercritical# phase.#
Subsequently#the#supercritical#CO2#was#vented#over#24#hours#to#obtain#dried#foams#







material,# by# detecting# the# difference# in# heating# between# the# material# under#
investigation# and# the# reference# material.17# Information# or# phase# transitions# is#
extremely# important# in# polymer# characterisation,# particularly# in# designing# new#
materials#in#order#to#optimise#their#properties#for#the#application#of#interest.18,19#
#
A# DSC# experiment# consists# of# heating# a# reference# sample,# which# has# no# phase#
transitions# over# a# specified# temperature# range,# and# the# material# of# interest# in# a#
constant,# preSprogrammed# manner.# The# difference# in# heat# is# measured# through#
attached# thermocouples# to# the# plates# holding# each# sample.# Additional#







Analysis;( Fundamentals( and( Applications( to( Polymer( Science,# John# Wiley# &# Sons,# Ltd,# Chichester,#
2000,#ch.#1,#pp.#6.#
#













the# range# of# molecular# weights# of# a# polymer.# The# technique# uses# a# column#
comprised#of#a#poreScontaining#crossSlinked#resin#to#achieve#separation#of#a#solvated#
polymer.#Molecular#weights# are# calculated#based#upon# the# time# they# take# to#pass#
through# the# column#and,# in# combination#with# lightSscattering#detectors,# compared#
to#a#calibration#curve#of#known#molecular#weights#to#obtain#the#molecular#weights#of#
the#unknown#material.20,21#A#range#of#known#molecular#weight#samples#are#used#for#


























Thermogravimetric# analysis# is# a# thermal# analytical# technique# relevant# to# polymer#
characterisation.# The# technique# monitors# changes# in# the# mass# of# a# sample# as# a#
function# of# temperature# or# time.17# TGA# therefore# can# provide# information# on#
decomposition# temperature#and#stability,#making# it# complementary# to# information#
obtained# by# DSC# (phase# transitions# do# not# change# the# overall# mass)# and# other#
thermal#analytical#techniques.17##
#
TGA# uses# a# thermobalance# to# perform# experiments.# This# refers# to# a# number# of#
components#such#as#the#furnace#for#heating,#a#microbalance#to#monitor#weight#and#
the# temperature# control# unit# containing# instrument# software.# Samples# are# loaded#
onto#a# crucible# (inside# the# furnance)#and# then#heated#via# the# temperature# control#
unit.# Experimental# conditions# such# as# heating# rate# and# temperature# rate# are#
optimised.#Software#can#record,#then#analyse#the#data.17#
#
Experiments# can# be# performed# in# different# gas# atmospheres,# high# pressure,# and#
vacuum.#The#conditions#applicable#to#this#work#are#experiments#performed#in#a#gas#
atmosphere.# Gases# are# categorised# as# nonSinteractive# and# interactive;# nonS
interactive#gases#(helium,#nitrogen#etc)#do#not#affect#the#sample,#whereas#interactive#
gases# (oxygen# in# air)# will# change# the# sample# in# some#way,# such# as# combustion.17#
Using#a#nonSinteractive#gas#is#ideal#for#standardising#conditions#before#an#interactive#
gas#is#used#for#further#experiments.#!
























T1ρ # relaxation# can# select#
specific#regions# in#PVDF.2,3#Specifically,#this#refers#to#the#crystalline#and#amorphous#







relaxation#profiles# can#be#obtained# that# reflect#molecular#motion.# In# addition,# this#
approach#may# detect# transitions# such# as# the# glass# transition# (Tg),#which# is# further#
information# to# compare# to# other# characterisation# techniques.#With# comparison# to#










































be#efficient#on# the# timescale#of# the#measurement,# hence#a#bulk#
€ 
T1#was# reported.4#
Spin# diffusion# is# the# ‘mixing’# of# spin# states# interacting# with# each# other,# which# is#
mediated#by#dipolar#coupling,#resulting#in#an#exchange#of#energy#between#each#spin.#













justification# of# each# component# would# become# difficult.# However,#
€ 
T1ρ # relaxation#
times#were# fitted# to# two# components# in# order# to# form# a# comparison# to# highSfield#













using# equation# 3.14# or# equation# 3.15.# For# PVDF# two# components# were# chosen#
(equation#3.14),#but#all#other#data#was#fitted#with#one#component#(equation#3.15).#










# # # #
€ 
y = y0 + A1e(−x t1 ) + A2e(−x t2 )# # # (3.14)#
€ 




T1ρ # relaxation# profile# at# variable# temperature# (figure# 3.11)# demonstrated# the#
difference# in# the# relaxation# for# the# crystalline# and# the# amorphous# regions,# which#
agrees#with# known#
€ 
T1ρ # data.2–4# The# relaxation# profile# contains# two# large# features;#
curves#with#minima#that#correspond#to#about#–40°C#and#+110°C,#which#correspond#




overall# relaxation# of# PVDF# to# give# the# impression# that# the# crystalline# region# was#
involved#in#the#Tg.#The#preSmelt#transition#at#+110°C#corresponded#to#the#crystalline#







T1ρ# relaxation# profile# of# PVDF# across# –50°C# to# +180°C,#with# amorphous# (red)# and#
crystalline#(blue)#regions.#
#
In# summary,# relaxation# studies# of# PVDF,# a# wellSstudied# semiScrystalline# polymer,#
indicated# the# suitability# of# TDSNMR# as# a# polymer# characterisation# technique.#
Furthermore# it# validated# the# new# apparatus# that# would# form# the# basis# of# much#






PVDF.# The# twoScomponent# fit# of# the#
€ 
T1ρ # relaxation# profile# highlighted# regional#


























performed# on# polystyrene# GPC# standards# (with# known# molecular# weights).# Three#
different# molecular# weights# were# chosen# as# molecular# motion,# thus# relaxation,#
would#behave#differently,#which#would#give#an#insight#into#relaxation#behaviour#as#a#











1920# 1770# 1.08# 308.3±5.1# 3.25±0.07#
96000# 92000# 1.04# 585.3±9.9# 2.95±0.10#
524000# 502000# 1.04# 768.8±19.3# 2.80±0.08#
#
Varied# temperature# relaxation# experiments# on# the# 524000# GPC# standard# was#





T1ρ # relaxation# profiles# respectively.# The# relaxation# profiles# were# transformed#
using#the#natural#log,#due#to#the#relationship#with#the#equations#for#relaxation#stated#
in#chapter#2.#Transforming#the#data#allowed#assessment#of#the#molecular#motion#in#
the#same#manner#as#PVDF.#One#particularly# interesting# feature# in# the#
€ 
T1# relaxation#
profile# was# the# point# at# 373K# (2.7# 1000/T),# which# corresponds# to# the# Tg# of#







that# the# polymer# is# in# a# faster# motion# regime# beyond# the#
€ 
T1# minimum# (extreme#
narrowing# limit).# It# was# expected# that# the# varied# temperature# experiments#would#
produce# a# profile# similar# to# PVDF.# Yet# this# more# labile# behavior# of# styrene# was#
welcomed# as# experiments# involving# alterative# crossSlinking# percentages# would# be#
observable# by# this# technique,# as# increased# rigidity#would# affect#molecular#motion.#
! 89!











T1ρ # relaxation# times# of# polystyrene# (figures# 3.13)# also# revealed#molecular# motion#
dependency#with#temperature.#This#was#a#result#of#less#efficient#polarisation#of#the#
spinSlock# caused# by# increased#molecular#motion# as# the# temperature# increased.# At#
lower# temperature#of# this#nonScrosslinked#polymer# the# structure#was# considerably#




that# polystyrene# was# in# a# more# rigid# motion# regime# at# this# frequency# of# motion#
compared# to#
€ 
T1# relaxation.# Polystyrene# in# the# extreme# narrowing# limit# seemed#





































group# rotations# of# a# polymer.#
€ 
T1ρ # relaxation# data# could# be# useful# in# detecting#
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for#many#years#due# to#a# combination#of#unique#properties# such#as# small# pore*size#
(∼1#µm),#high#modulus#and#low#Z#elemental#composition.#However,# in#recent#years#
the# demand# from# plasma# physics# experimentalists# for# polyHIPEs# with# empirical#
formula# of# C1Hn>1,# has# increased# as# this# generates# greater# opacity# in# plasma.# This#
means# that# less# X*ray# noise# from# the# foam# species# contained# in# the# target# can#
interfere# with# interpretation# of# the# results# from# the# laser# experiment.# Extensive#
research# has# been# carried# out# on#HIPEs# and# polyHIPEs# in# the# last# two# decades,1–7#
however#this#research#does#not#address#the#specific#problems#and#requirements#of#
plasma#physics#experiments.#One#aim#of#this#work#was#to#synthesise#new#polyHIPEs#
with# increased# C1Hn>1# ratio,# whilst# retaining# pore# size# of# about# 1# µm# and# high#
modulus#at#very#low#density.#High#modulus#at#low#densities#is#important#in#order#to#
be# able# to# machine# materials# into# shapes# that# can# be# used# in# laser# experiments.#
Intrinsically,# lower# density# materials# are# weaker# than# their# higher# density#
equivalents.8,9# Researchers# have# developed# an# understanding# of# the# synthetic#
factors# that# affect# polyHIPE# physical# properties,# offering# insight# into# solving# this#
problem.10,2,11,12#However,#there#has#not#been#a#rigorous#investigation#of#the#physical#
structure# as# a# result# of# these# synthetic# factors,# particularly# by# TD*NMR# relaxation#
experiments.# TD*NMR#measures#nuclear# spin# relaxation# times,#which# can# focus#on#
different#frequencies#of#motion#of#a#material,#allowing#selective#observation#within#a#




This# chapter# describes# the# synthesis# of# styrene*co*divinyl# benzene# and# t*butyl#
styrene*co*divinyl# benzene# polyHIPEs.# In# addition,# an# analysis# of# polyHIPE# physical#
structure#with#an#emphasis#on#TD*NMR#is#provided#to#gain#an#understanding#of#the#
! 94#







Despite# the# production# of# acceptable# quality# polyHIPE# in# recent# years# for# laser#
targets,# results# from# plasma# physics# experiments# were# not# in# agreement# with#
predicted# theoretical#modeling#of# laser#experiments.# These#models#were#based#on#
the#assumption#that#polyHIPEs#were#completely#homogeneous.#This#prompted#X*ray#
radiography# analysis# of# polyHIPEs# at# AWE,# which# revealed# significant# areas# of#
inhomogeneity# in# the# samples# (figure# 4.1).# Appendix# 4.7.6# contains# additional#








monoliths# synthesised# in# this# work# were# typically# 1.5# cm# diameter# and# 6# cm# in#
length.#Producing#a# laser#target#to#micrometer#dimensions# from#this#comparatively#
large#volume#means#that#there#is#a#possibility#of#using#a#section#of#the#polyHIPE#that#
originates# from# a# region# of# higher# or# lower# density.# Plasma# physics# experiments#
require# accurate# information# on# material# density# and# composition# to# ensure#
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Reagents# used# were# styrene,# deuterated# styrene# (S*d8),# divinyl# benzene# 80# (DVB)#
(technical#grade),#para*divinyl#benzene#(85%,#10%#meta*divinyl#benzene),#deionised#
water,# deuterated# water# (D2O),# sorbitan# monooleate# (Span®# 80),# sorbitan#









All# polyHIPEs# were# prepared# using# the# double# syringe# method,# as# described# in#
chapter#3,#section#3.1.#Details#of#formulations#are#also#given#in#chapter#3.#The#double#
syringe#method#was#developed#at# Los#Alamos#National# Laboratory,#USA,# to# reduce#
the# amount#of# air# incorporated# into# the#HIPE,#which# could#have# an# impact# on# the#
quality# of# the# polyHIPE.# Pore# sizes# within# polyHIPEs# larger# than# the# average# pore#










at# 60°C# for# 72# hours.# The# aqueous# phase# contained# 5%# by# weight# potassium#
persulfate# initiator.# It# has# been# reported# that# 10%# initiator# reduces# pore# size# in#
S/DVB#polyHIPEs,2# however# solubility# of# 10%#was# an# issue# and# in# fact# 5%# solution#















meta*ethyl# styrene# the# other# 20%.# Therefore# 10%# DVB# 80# content# is# actually# 8%#
DVB.#For#consistency#with#literature,#DVB#was#quoted#as#the#amount#used#from#the#





Techniques# used# to# characterise# polyHIPEs# were# SEM,# mercury# porosimetry,#




Densities# of# polyHIPEs# were# obtained# by# mass# and# volumetric# measurements# of#
cylindrical#shaped#samples.#PolyHIPE#length#and#diameters#(thus#radius#and#volume)#








It# was# shown# that# S*co*DVB# polyHIPE# elastic# (Youngs# modulus)# varied# as# the#
percentage# of# DVB# increases,# with# a# peak# between# 20%# and# 30%.2# This# gave# an#
insight# into# the# ideal# cross*linking# percentages# for# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# to# form#
materials#with#highest#modulus.# The# reasons# for# polyHIPE#modulus# at# this# level# of#
cross*linking# have# not# been# reported.# A# series# of# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# discs# with#
increasing#DVB# content# in#10%# steps#by#weight#of# the#monomer#were# synthesised#
and#characterised.#Discs#were#characterised#by#SEM,#mercury#porosimetry,#SSNMR,#




pore# sizes# in# the# region#of# 1*3#µm,#much# lower# than#often# reported# for#polyHIPEs#
(figure#4.2).#This#could#be#due#to# the#syringe#method#producing#higher#shear# force#
than# other# emulsification# methods# such# as# conventional# overhead# stirring.# High#
initiator#concentration#increased#the#rate#of#polymerization,#producing#smaller#pores#
before# emulsion# coarsening# mechanisms# coalesced# water# droplets# significantly.#
Mercury#porosimetry#confirmed#the#pore#window#size,#and#were#measured#below#1#
µm#on#average#(table#4.1).#The#low#values#obtained#from#porosimetry#were#a#result#
of# high# pressures# used# for# intrusion# through# the# windows# to# access# the# entire#
structure.# This# allowed# access# of# smaller# pores,# which# were# not# clearly# visible# by#
SEM.# Image# analysis# software# could# calculate# an# average# pore# diameter,# however#
several# images# combined# together# would# still# not# be# representative# of# the# entire#
bulk#structure#thus#approximate#pore#values#are#used#instead.#Porosity#below#90%#of#
styrene# homopolymer# indicated# shrinkage# of# the# pore# structure,# however# when#
cross*linked#with#DVB#the#porosity#increased.#This#demonstrated#the#importance#of#
























The# 13C# SSNMR# spectra# of# S*co*DVB#polyHIPEs#were# consistent#with# literature.14# A#
spectrum#(figure#4.3)#of#overlaid#1H*13C#CPMAS#SSNMR#spectra#of#S*co*DVB#benzene#
polyHIPEs#demonstrated# the#effect#DVB#had#on# the#structure.#The# increase# in# line*
width#of#the#vinyl#group#peak#(∼40#ppm)#suggested#that#this#region#was#significantly#
more# anisotropic# than# the# aromatic# shifts,# which# remained# fairly# constant.# Cross*
linking#would# produce# a# rigid# structure# resulting# in#many# different# orientations# of#
these#groups,#increasing#chemical#shift#anisotropy#(CSA),#as#well#as#increased#dipolar#
interactions#due#to#polymer#chains#being#closer#together.#Although#MAS#reduces#or#
eliminates# these# interactions,# the#broadening# in# the# spectra#was#evident# that#DVB#
had#a#significant#effect#on#polyHIPE#structure.# It#was# thought# that#cross*linking#the#







obtained# (figure# 4.4).# Using# deutrated# styrene# revealed# that# aromatic# region# was#
particularly#broad#at#the#base#of#the#peak#suggesting#that#strong#dipolar#interactions#
were#created#by#DVB#adding#into#the#polymer.#The#copolymerisation#with#DVB#would#




















larger# density# variations# are# required# for# such# a# large# variation# in# modulus.15#
Therefore# it#was#more# likely# that# variation#originated# from# the#molding#process#of#
the#discs.#Addition#of#HIPEs# into# the#steel#moulds#could#have# incorporated#air# into#
the#discs,# resulting# in#an# inhomogeneous#structure,#which#would#have#affected#the#
consistency# of# the# Young’s# modulus#measurements.# 100%# styrene# discs# were# not#
obtained#due#to#the#significant#shrinkage#that#they#exhibited#on#washing#and#drying#
with# measured# densities# consistently# above# 250# mg/cm
€ 
−3 .# Increased# mass# would#
result#in#higher#modulus,8#therefore#discs#of#styrene#were#not#used.#Another#feature#








co*DVB# polyHIPEs# at# these# densities# (∼130# mg/cm
€ 
−3)# and# porosities# (∼90%).#






that# could# be# sustained# by# the# pore# structure# was# increased.8# A# recent# study#
revealed# the#dependence#of# pore# size#on# Young’s#modulus,# but# significantly# lower#












I # is# the#second#moment#of#area#of# the#pore#wall,#and#
€ 





∗ = n2π 2 EsIl4 # # # # (4.1)
#
#
Small# pore# size# and# high# modulus# are# desirable# properties# for# laser# targets,# thus#



























modulus# thus# increasing# wall# thickness,# or# wall# reinforcement# to# achieve# higher#
modulus# is# more# appropriate# in# those# cases.# High# modulus# at# this# density# gave#
confidence# that# very# low# density# polyHIPEs# could# be# achieved# using# the#methods#




polyHIPEs#with# the#highest#modulus.#However,# this#did#not#elucidate# the# structure#













structural# arrangement# of# the# spins,# thus# polymer# chains# and# therefore# was# a#
measure# of# order/disorder# of# structure# with# respect# to# NMR# despite# being# an#
amorphous#material.# Figure#4.6# contains# the#
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had# the#most# rigid# structure# by# comparison# to# the# rest# of# the# series# (figure# 4.6),#
suggesting# it# could# be# highly# cross*linked.# In# other#words,# efficient# cross*linking# of#
styrene# and# DVB# restricted# motion# of# the# small# and# hanging# groups,# preventing#
efficient#relaxation#resulting#in#longer#relaxation#times.#100%#DVB#polyHIPE#relaxed#
fastest# indicating# that# the# structure# was# not# rigid.# This# was# unexpected# as# a#
bifunctional#monomer#would#create#a#cross*linked#network#with#little#motion#of#the#



















T1ρ # relaxation# times# were# a# measure# of# spin# efficiency# based# on# the#
arrangement# of# the#macromolecular# structure# of# polyHIPEs# by# probing#motions# in#
the# frequency# order# of# kHz# (large# chain# rotations),# giving#more# information# about#
the# macromolecular# structure.# Figure# 4.7# showed# that# when# DVB# content# was#
increased,# the# structural# order# within# the# polyHIPE# was# increased# with# constant#
density.# This# allowed# more# efficient# polarisation# of# spins,# resulting# in# longer#
dephasing# times# (longer#
€ 
T1ρ # time).# This# behaviour# was# expected# as# DVB# is# a#
bifunctional# monomer,# cross*linking# large# polymer# chains,# which# restricted# their#
motion,#creating#a#rigid#polymer#chain#structure.##
#
Thus# for# 100%# DVB,# with# consideration# of#
€ 
T1# relaxation# data,# a# model# of# the#
structure#could#be# formed#that#was#based#on# this#data#correlated#with# the# ‘micro*
gel’# structure# that# has# been# suggested# previously# for# free*radical# polymerised#
polyHIPEs.16# Furthermore,# taking# SSNMR# observations,# the# freedom# of# motion#
suggested#that#small#group#motions#arose#from#aromatic#ring#motions.#Cross*linking#
of#polymer#back*bones#resulted#in#an#increase#in#dipolar#interactions#and#CSA.#It#was#
postulated# that# rigid# cross*linked# clusters# of# DVB# polyHIPE# were# formed# on#
polymerisation,# interconnected# by# long# polymer# chains# (figure# 4.8).# This#




presence#of# rigid# cross*linked# clusters#would#explain# increasing# long#
€ 
T1ρ # relaxation#













suggested# that# polyHIPE# structures# containing# 10%# to# 20%# DVB# are# significantly#
! 105#
more#homogenous,#resulting# in#a#higher#modulus.#A#more#homogeneous#structure,#




and# hanging# chains# had# less#motion# to# relax# efficiently,# as# cross*links#were# evenly#










It# can# be# seen# from# figure# 4.9# that#
€ 
T1# relaxation# and# Young’s#modulus# trends# are#
similar,# suggesting# that# both# techniques# may# be# able# to# indicate# structural#












In#NMR,# correlation# time# is# essential# to# relaxation,# and# is#modulated#by#molecular#
motion,# whereas# DMA# correlation# time# arises# in# mechanical,# creep# and# dielectric#
time#measurements.#Therefore#each#technique#can#be#an#insight#into#the#other,#and#
this# relationship# may# be# significant# for# a# field# such# as# laser# target# material#
characterisation.#More#importantly,#TD*NMR#is#a#non*destructive#technique,#which#is#










T1 # relaxation#times# (blue)#as#a# function#of#
DVB#content.#
#
In# summary,# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# obtained# using# the# two# syringe# method# for#
emulsification,# resulted# in# small# pore# size# and# high# modulus# polyHIPEs.# Modulus#





comparing# samples# within# a# polymer# system.# Furthermore,# TD*NMR# highlighted#
structural#differences#in#S*co*DVB#polyHIPEs,#which#developed#an#understanding#into#
the#reason#for#reduction#of#modulus#as#the#cross*linking#percentage#was#increased.#
















































potential# new# polyHIPEs# is# small.# t*Butyl# styrene# (t*BS)# was# considered# as# a#
replacement#for#styrene#as#the#C:H#ratio#for#t*BS#is#1:1.33,#thus#a#significant#increase#
in#opacity#for#plasma#physics#experiments.#In#addition,#as#t*butyl#styrene#is#a#styrene*






BS# polyHIPEs# were# smooth# and# did# not# exhibit# the# chalky# characteristic# that# has#





SEM# images# (figure# 4.10)# revealed# the# typical# polyHIPE# architecture# of# t*BS.# Pore#
sizes#appeared#similar#to#styrene#suggesting#that#the#t*butyl#group#did#not#increase#
any#emulsion#coarsening#mechanisms# that#would#have#resulted# in# larger#pore#size.#
However# mercury# porosimetry# (table# 4.2)# results# suggested# that# stability# was#
affected,# as# indicated# by# the# reduction# in# porosity# compared# to# styrene.# It# was#
thought# the#t*butyl#group#would# increase#the#hydrophobicity#of# the#t*BS#monomer#
aiding#in#emulsification,#as#the#two#phases#would#be#less#soluble#with#each#other.#A#
material# with# larger# pore# size# would# be# expected# to# weaken# the# mechanical#
modulus,# lowering# the#modulus# in# accordance# with# equation# 4.1.# The# addition# of#
DVB#resulted#in#a#reduction#in#pore#window#size,#and#an#increase#in#porosity,#yet,#the#
pore# size# remained# larger# than# the# equivalent# molar# ratio# S*co*DVB# polyHIPE#

























1H*13C# CPMAS# SSNMR# spectrum# of# t*BS# polyHIPE# (figure# 4.11,# left)# confirmed# the#
presence#of#the#t*butyl#group#at#∼35#ppm.#A#large#peak#was#seen#due#to#9#equivalent#
protons# on# the# t*butyl# group# cross*polarising# to# 3# equivalent# carbons,# significantly#
boosting# the# signal.# An# interesting# feature# of# the# spectrum# was# that# spinning#
sidebands#were#present#and#could#not#be#removed#despite#high*field#strength#(9.4#T)#
and#MAS# rates# (∼10# kHz).# This# indicated# that# the# t*butyl# group# produced# stronger#
dipolar#interactions#with#neighboring#groups#compared#to#styrene.#The#t*BS*co*DVB#
spectrum#(figure#4.11,#right)#appeared#consistent#with#other#DVB#polyHIPE#spectra,#












To# measure# Young’s# modulus,# discs# of# t*BS*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# were# produced# for#
DMA.#The#results#are#summarized#in#figure#4.12.#Compared#to#S*co*DVB#polyHIPEs,#it#
was# clear# that# t*BS*co*DVB#polyHIPEs#had# a# lower#modulus# (table# 4.3).# The# trends#
were# similar,# indicating# that# the# required# amount# of# DVB# to# cross*link# was# about#
10%*30%#to#form#the#strongest#materials.#Lowering#of#the#modulus#with#increasing#
DVB# content# was# consistent# with# the# trend# identified# with# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs.#














































an# indicator#of#modulus#within#a#polymer#data# set.#Generally,# the# relaxation# times#

































reason# could# be# that# the# increased# free# volume# created# by# the# t*butyl# group#
between#polymer#chains#meant# that#macromolecular#chain#motion#was#unaffected#
by# increasing#DVB#content.#Cross*linking#DVB#could#not#pull#chains#closer#together,#
which# had# the# effect# of# increasing# polarisability# of# spins# in# the# macromolecular#
structure# in# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs.# As# a# result,# the# increased# free# volume# and#
clustering# of# DVB# were# reasons# for# lowering# of# the# modulus.# Furthermore,# if# an#





























emulsion# did# not# coarsen# significantly.# It# was# also# possible# that# the# t*butyl# group#








TD*NMR# experiments# did# not# provide# reasonable# explanation# for# having# a# lower#
modulus#of#t*BS#polyHIPEs#than#100%#styrene#polyHIPEs,#partly#due#to#clustering#of#
DVB#being#unobservable.#Subsequently#styrene,#t*BS#and#DVB#modulus#and#porosity#
data# were# compiled# (table# 4.4)# with# the# aim# of# resolving# this# question.#With# the#
exception# of# t*BS# homopolymer,# t*BS*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# had# a# higher# porosity# and#




influential# to# these# outcomes.# It# was# postulated# that# the# t*butyl# group# could# be#
















the# effect# of# reduced# coarsening# mechanisms# after# some# coarsening# whilst# t*BS#
migrates#to#the#phase#boundary#(figure#4.15).#However,#this#indicated#that#increased#











Styrene# N/A# 86.4# N/A#
t*BS# 12.7±1.3# 83.5# 130.8±2.3#

















DVB# polyHIPEs.# Structural# differences# to# styrene# included# larger# pore# size,# but# an#
increased# porosity# and# reduced# shrinkage.# It# was# postulated# that# t*butyl# group#




T1ρ # relaxation# time.#
€ 
T1# relaxation# times# followed# the# trend# of# modulus#





times# highlighted# the# t*butyl# group# effect# on# the# structure;# an# increase# in# free#







Comparison# of# S*co*DVB# and# t*BS# polyHIPEs# highlighted# that# complex# interactions#
exist# between# chemical# and# physical# properties# of# polyHIPEs.# There#was# a# lack# of#
experimental#evidence#to#suggest#that#the#t*butyl#group#acted#as#a#co*surfactant#to#




of#DVB# formed# clusters# of# cross*linked#material.# This# resulted# in# reduced#modulus#
values# despite# a# decrease# in# pore# size# suggesting# the# polyHIPE# was# increasingly#
inhomogeneous.# Improving# physical# properties#was# one# of# the# aims# for# this#work,#







para*DVB#had# to# cross*linking# and# structural# influences# in# polyHIPEs# had#not# been#
investigated# before.# It# was# postulated# that# para*DVB# could# improve# mechanical#
properties# as# removal# of# the# ethyl# styrene# isomers# may# result# in# a# more#




r2)# of# meta*DVB# and# para*DVB#













copolymerise# with# para*DVB.# The# difference# in# these# reactions# was#motivation# to#
investigate#para*DVB,#and#possibly#provide#clarity#to#the#discussions#about#S*co*DVB#
polyHIPE# structure.# It# was# possible# that# these# reactions# could# have# an# impact# in#








20# were# used# as# an# nonionic# surfactant# mixture# in# contrast# to# the# 3*surfactant#




produced# here# using# the# 3*surfactant# system# were# fragile# often# crumbling# when#
dried,# which# meant# that# they# did# not# fit# the# requirements# of# materials# for# laser#
experiments.#PolyHIPEs#using#Span®#80/20#did#not#have#this#problem.#It#was#possible#
that# the# 3*surfactant# system# reduced# the# surface# tension# and# electrochemical#
barrier,# due# to# the# cationic# and# anionic# charged# surfactants# too# much# that# there#
! 116#
were# no#more# repelling# forces# between# the# two# phases# (figure# 4.15,# top# left# and#
right).#This#resulted#in#a#HIPE#in#which#the#components#were#no#longer#in#the#correct#
proportions# for# an#open# cellular# polyHIPE# in# accordance#with# foam#microstructure#
diagrams.# Mixed# Span®# homopolymer# polyHIPEs# appeared# to# improve# stability# as#
SEM# images# revealed# homogeneous# structures# (figure# 4.15,# middle# and# bottom).#
However#it#was#clear#with#t*BS#polyHIPEs#that#perhaps#the#entire#structure#was#still#
inhomogeneous,# which# provided# further# evidence# that# the# t*butyl# group# may#
increase# emulsion# coarsening.#Despite# homogeneous# SEM# images,# para*DVB#HIPEs#
were#not#particularly# stable,# often# resulting#partial# breaking#before#polymerisation#
occured.# Para*DVB#polyHIPEs# that#did#not# split#were# fragile# and# chalky,#which#was#
similar# to#previous#descriptions#of#DVB#polyHIPEs,2,# 11,# 12# suggesting# that# the#chalky#
behaviour#of#these#polyHIPEs#could#be#due#to#para*DVB#component#rather#than#the#
other# species# in# DVB# 80.# More# images# of# all# polyHIPEs# with# different# surfactant#






Figure#4.15.# SEM# images#of#3*surfactant# system#DVB#polyHIPE# (top# left#and# right)#and#Span®#80/20#


























An# interesting# trend# was# the# reduction# of# pore# window# diameter,# the# small# gaps#
contained#within#a#pore.# It#has#been#shown#that#window#formation#was#a#result#of#
volume# contraction# of# the# monomer# on# polymerisation# to# a# solid.4# Another#
explanation# suggests# that# windows# are# formed# through# mechanical# action# of#
droplets# bursting.21# A# plausible# explanation# for# this# trend# was# that# the# emulsions#
were#stabilised# longer#before#polymerisation#occurred,# thus#droplets#were#smaller,#
therefore# volume# contraction# around# the# droplets# was# not# as# large# resulting# in#
smaller#window#diameter.# If# so# this# indicated# that# the#mixed#Span®#surfactant# film#
was# stronger,# thus# able# to# withstand# the# pressure# exerted# by# coarsening#
mechanisms# attempting# to# burst# the# surfactant# film,# allowing# polymerisation# to#
occur#whilst#the#emulsion#was#more#homogeneous.#
#




on# the# surfactant# film# around# the# droplet.# When# the# pressure# is# too# great,# the#
surfactant# film# can# burst.# However,# if# the# polymerisation# of# the# monomer# is#
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in#pore# size# and# increase# in#porosity.# It#was# expected# that# a#decrease# in#pore# size#
would#result#in#an#increase#in#porosity,#as#the#HIPE#was#more#stable#creating#a#more#
homogeneous# structure# resulting# in# less# shrinkage.# Styrene,# which# was# not# cross*
linked,# could# have# shrunk# significantly# during# washing# and# drying# stages,# which#
would# reduce#porosity.#However,# a# decrease# in# porosity# has# been# shown# to# occur#
alongside# a# decrease# polyHIPE# pore# sizes.22# The# effect# on# styrene# polyHIPEs# was#
varied;#pore# sizes#decreased,#but# the#porosity#decreased.#DVB# results#were# largely#
constant,# suggesting# that# a# balance# between# destabilised# ethyl# styrene,# and#more#
stabilised#para*DVB,#effectively#cancelling#their#contribution#to#the#structure.#
#











Further# to# SEM# and# mercury# porosimetry# observations,# 1H# TD*NMR# relaxation#
experiments# were# performed# to# examine# the# macromolecular# structure# in# more#
detail.# It# was# hypothesised# that# structural# differences# using# the# mixed# Span®#
surfactant#system#would#have#an#effect#on#molecular#motion,#and#thus#on#relaxation.#
Characterising# these# differences# may# prove# beneficial# to# laser# target# material#
characterisation,#helping#to#solve#current#synthetic# issues#such#as#regions#of#higher#
and# lower# density# material# through# greater# understanding# of# the# structure.#
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Furthermore,# it#was# an# assessment#of# limitations# that# TD*NMR#could# achieve#with#
polyHIPEs# and# the# viability# of# the# technique# to# be# applied# to# laser# target#material#
characterisation.# The# structural# differences# were# small# according# to# porosimetry,#
and# thus# provided# an# appropriate# level# of# difficulty# for# the# technique.# Table# 4.6#






















differences# between# using# either# surfactant# system,# which# correlated# with#




In# addition,# there#was# no# indication# of# the# effect# of# reduction# of# window# size# on#
relaxation,#suggesting#that#that#window#size#did#not#affect#the#molecular#motion#in#
the# same# manner# as# pore# size.# Styrene# and# DVB#
€ 
T1ρ # relaxation# times# were# also#
similar#(within#each#system)#despite#choice#of#surfactant#system,#following#the#trend#





The#mixed# Span®# surfactant# system# of# t*BS# polyHIPEs# exhibited# an# increase# in#
€ 
T1#
relaxation# time#compared# to# the# single#Span®#equivalent.#This#was#consistent#with#
the# reduction# of# pore# size# observed# by# porosimetry# as# this# would# increase# the#






mixed#Span®# system#polyHIPEs,# signifying# that# the#macromolecular# chain# structure#
allowed#more#efficient#spin#polarisation,#possibly#due#to#improved#emulsion#stability#
effect# on# the# structure.# Greater# structural# organisation# allows# more# efficient#
polarisation# of# spins,# which# consequently# took# longer# to# dephase.# Overall#
improvement# in# pore# size# and# macromolecular# structure# highlighted# the#




The# trends# in# para*DVB# relaxation# times# were# similar# to# those# for# porosimetry.#
Similar#
€ 




relaxation# times# suggested# an# improved# macromolecular# chain# structure# on#
application# of# the#mixed# Span®# system.# It#was# postulated# that# improved# emulsion#
stability#allowed#this#improvement#to#the#arrangement#of#the#polymer#backbones#as#
polymerisation# occurred# before# emulsion# breaking# or# significant# coarsening# could#
occur.#Furthermore,# it#was# likely#that#para*DVB#was#composed#of#clustered#regions#




















It# was# assumed# that# a# cross*linker# composed# of# fewer# isomers# would# enhance#
physical# properties# as# excess# chemicals# and# isomers# were# eliminated.# This# would#
attempt# to# resolve# the# significant# issue# of# the# formation# of# regions# of# higher# and#
lower#density# in#S*co*DVB#polyHIPEs,#which# is#unacceptable#on#a#micrometer# scale#
for# laser# targets# (appendix#4.7.5).# Span®#80#was# chosen#as# the# surfactant#as# it#has#
been#used#for#S*co*DVB#polyHIPEs#for#laser#targets#previously,#and#is#the#surfactant#
system#in#which#this#problem#arises.#Dried#para*DVB#polyHIPEs#were#noticeably#less#
robust# than# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# at# corresponding# cross*linking# percentages;#
materials#were#more#fragile#and#‘chalky’#than#DVB#equivalents,#indicating#that#para*
DVB#was# responsible# for# this# ‘chalky’# characteristic.#NMR# relaxation# times#of#para*
DVB# suggested# that# inconsistent# physical# properties# existed# in# this# system,#






























As# expected,# S*co*para*DVB# polyHIPEs# produced# a# lower# modulus# than# S*co*DVB#
polyHIPEs.#These#large#errors#for#S*co*para*DVB#polyHIPEs#are#a#cause#for#concern#to#
laser# target#materials# based# upon# styrene# and#DVB,#which# contain# para*DVB.# This#
could#also#explain#large#errors#in#previous#mentioned#S*co*DVB#polyHIPEs#DMA#data.#
The# exception# to# this# was# 30:70%# S:DVB/para*DVB# content# which# had# similar#
modulus# and# small# error,# suggesting# that# para*DVB# was# stable# in# that# particular#
system.# Porosimetry# and# TD*NMR# data# of# para*DVB# indicated# that# structural#
inhomogeneity,# large#pore#size#and#clustering#were#the#reasons#for#the#detrimental#
effect# on# physical# properties.# Poor# stability# of# para*DVB# in# the# HIPE,# indicated# by#
large#pore#size#from#mercury#porosimetry,#resulted#in#greater#emulsion#coarsening,#
with#droplets#growing#to#a#large#size#and#having#a#detrimental#effect#on#the#modulus#









significantly# improved# structures.# This#was# due# to# the# effect# of# the# other# isomers#
contained# in# DVB# 80,# such# as# polymerisation# of# ethyl# styrene# plasticising# the#
polyHIPEs# to# some#degree.#Also,# the# lack#of#para*DVB# in#DVB#80#meant# that# there#
was#reduced#polymer#clustering.#Nevertheless,# issues#with#physical#properties#were#
likely# a# result# of# poorly# stabilised# para*DVB# within# the# system.# The# mixed# Span®#
surfactant# system# was# shown# to# slightly# improve# the# physical# properties# of# para*
DVB,#lowering#pore#size#and#increasing#structural#order.#In#addition,#the#mixed#Span®#
surfactant# system# indicated# potential# for# improving# para*DVB# physical# properties.#
However,# application# of# the# mixed# Span®# surfactant# system# to# styrene# or# DVB#
polyHIPEs#did#not#result#in#such#improvement.#Highlighting#such#problems#associated#
with# para*DVB# may# help# to# resolve# the# synthetic# issues# of# laser# target# materials#
based#on#S*co*DVB#polyHIPEs#in#the#future.#TD*NMR#was#a#valuable#characterisation#
technique# for# identifying# this# issue,# and#was# sensitive# enough# to# detect# structural#












Young’s# modulus.# This# represented# a# new# application# for# TD*NMR,# which# will#
facilitate# routine# analysis# and# characterisation# of# polyHIPEs,# and# other# porous#
materials#in#the#future.#The#Young’s#modulus#data#was#some#of#the#highest#reported#
for# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# at# 90%# porosity,# which# demonstrated# that# the# physical#
structure,#such#as#small#pore#size,#was#just#as#important#in#achieving#a#high#modulus#
rather# than# additional# structural# reinforcement# with# carbon# nanotubes23# or#
controlled#polymerisation# techniques.16,24,25# TD*NMR# relaxation# time#data# revealed#
structural# differences# at# distinctive# orders# of# frequency# (molecular#motion),#which#
assessed# the# contribution# of# DVB# cross*linking# with# styrene.# Clustering# of# DVB#





T1ρ # relaxation# time.# Additionally,# correlations# between#
€ 
T1# relaxation#










linking# percentages# in# these# systems# and# that#
€ 
T1# relaxation#measured# by# TD*NMR#
could# be# used# to# evaluate# polyHIPE# modulus.# SEM,# TD*NMR,# SSNMR# and#
porosimetry#were#used#to#examine#the#effect#of#the#t*butyl#group#on#the#structure;#
affecting# factors# such# as# emulsion# stability# and# free*volume.# The# increase# in# free*
! 125#
volume# was# identified# by#
€ 
T1ρ # relaxation.# T*BS# polyHIPEs# had# a# 1:1.33# carbon# to#
hydrogen#ratio,#which#is#of#interest#to#opacity#experiments#using#high#energy#lasers.#
#
Investigations# into# styrene,# DVB,# t*BS# and# para*DVB# homopolymer# polyHIPEs#
revealed# information#on# the# stability#of# each#polymer# system.#This#was# to# identify#
and# resolve# synthetic# issues# that# affect# inhomogeneity;# forming# regions# of# higher#
and#lower#density#polymer#within#the#same#polyHIPE#monolith.#Mercury#porosimetry#









In# summary,# small# alterations# to# HIPE# chemistry# had# significant# effects# on# the#
physical# properties# and# structure# of# the# resulting# polyHIPE,# which# are# both#




T1ρ # TD*NMR# experiments#
were#used#to#characterise#polyHIPEs,#probing#different#molecular#motion#regimes#to#
form# accurate# structural# information# that# correlated# to# established# polymer#
characterisation# techniques.#
€ 
T1# relaxation# times# correlated# with# Young’s# modulus#











SEM# images# of# all# varied# molar# ratio# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# were# obtained,# and#
revealed# typical# polyHIPE# structure.# PolyHIPEs# were# imaged# uncoated,# with# some#



















































a# two*phase# system# had# developed,# however# this# was# at# decomposition#











TGA# traces# of# S*co*DVB# polyHIPEs# were# obtained# to# investigate# decomposition#





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SEM# images# from#mixed# surfactant# system#polyHIPEs#were# obtained# (figures# 4.46*
4.49).#PolyHIPEs#were#fragile#in#most#cases#and#so#all#materials#were#not#coated#with#
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PolyHIPEs! for! laser! targets! require! extensive! characterisation,! sometimes! at! the!
micro<scale! depending! on! the! specific! application.! PolyHIPEs! are! complicated!
emulsion! systems!with! a! dependency! on!many! chemical! and! physical! factors! that!
can!affect!the!resulting!structure.!The!high! internal!phase!volume!of!HIPEs!puts!an!
increased! strain! on! the! stabilising! surfactant! film,! and! as! a! result! polyHIPEs!
synthesised! from! the! same! starting! materials! can! have! different! properties!
depending! on! the! conditions! of! polymerisation.! TD<NMR! which! measures! nuclear!
spin!relaxation!times!was!identified!as!a!new!technique!to!characterise!polyHIPEs!in!
chapter! 4.! Thus,! variations! in! polyHIPE! synthesis! will! affect! the! structure! (and!
molecular!motion)!and!hence!will!affect!NMR!relaxation!times.!In!addition,!different!
orders! of! frequency! can! be! probed! by! this! technique,! which! allows! for! an!
examination!of!different! frequencies!of!motion.! Investigations!using!styrene!and! t<
butyl!styrene!demonstrated!the!effect!of!a!large!group!on!relaxation.!Synthesis!and!
investigation! of! a! vinyl! naphthalene! polyHIPE! provided! some! information! on! the!
effect!of!a!large!planar!group!on!relaxation.!Studying!NMR!relaxation!as!a!function!of!
molecular!motion! at! different! temperatures! aimed! to! answer! questions! that!were!
not!clear!in!chapter!4!on!polyHIPE!emulsion!instability.!
!
This! chapter! describes! the! NMR! relaxation! properties! of! polyHIPEs! at! different!
temperatures.!The!effects!of!different!groups!attached!to!the!styrene!aromatic!ring!










Reagents! used! were! styrene,! divinyl! benzene! (80),! para<divinyl! benzene,! methyl!
methacrylate,! methanol,! 2<vinyl! naphthalene,! deionised! water,! deuterated! water!
(D2O),! Span®! 80! (sorbitan! monooleate),! azobisisobutyronitrile! (AIBN),! potassium!
persulfate.!
!















phase!contained!5%!potassium!persulfate! initiator!by!weight.! It!has!been! reported!
that!10%! initiator! reduces!pore!size! in!S<co<DVB!polyHIPEs,1,2!however!solubility!of!
10%! was! an! issue! so! 5%! was! used! instead,! and! the! solubility! limit! of! potassium!
persulfate!at!20°C!is!4.5!g!per!100!mL.!The!oil!phase!contained!the!monomers!and!









apparatus.! Furthermore,! this! is! beyond! the! +100°C! Tg! of! styrene! meaning! any!













The! formulations! of! S<co<DVB! containing! 10%! to! 30%! DVB! corresponded! to! the!
highest!modulus! S<co<DVB! polyHIPE! in! this! work! and! literature.5! PolyHIPEs! in! this!
region! were! chosen! for! varied! temperature! relaxation! experiments.! TD<NMR!
identified! this! formulation! to! be! most! rigid! (chapter! 4).! Furthermore,! variable!
temperature! relaxation! measurements! of! the! non<deuterated! equivalent! were!
obtained! to! compare! the! structural! relaxation.! It! was! postulated! that! a! better!
understanding! of! why! these! polyHIPEs! had! high! modulus! could! be! gained! by!





Techniques! used! to! characterise! polyHIPEs! were! SEM,! mercury! porosimetry,!
















information! on! the! molecular! motion! of! polyHIPEs.! Polystyrene! GPC! standards!
revealed! molecular! motion! behaviour! beyond! the!
€ 
T1! minimum.! However,! it! was!
unknown!how!the!molecular!motion!of!polyHIPEs!compared!to!GPC!standards,!and!
the! effect! on! specific! regions! that! can! arise! from! cross<linking.! Also,! these!









Mw!of! styrene! polyHIPE! to! be! 55,000!whereas! the! polystyrene!GPC! standard!was!
524,000!therefore!it!was!thought!that!the!polyHIPE!structure!could!be!the!reason!for!
increased! rigidity! than! the! higher! molecular! weight! species.! Free! radical!
polymerisation!of!the!monomer!in!the!gaps!between!water!droplets!created!a!rigid!
network! of! polystyrene.! This! meant! that! the! small! group! rotations! of! styrene!
polyHIPE!were!constrained!by!comparison!to!the!GPC!standard.!Furthermore,!it!was!

















































































Comparison! of! polystyrene! GPC! standard! and! styrene! polyHIPE!
€ 
T1ρ ! relaxation!
revealed! almost! identical! behaviour! despite! the! large! difference! in! molecular!
weights!(figure!5.4).!This!seemed!to!contradict!the!preliminary!study!(chapter!3)!on!
different! molecular! weight! GPC! standards,! but! NMR! relaxation! is! dependent! on!
more! than! just! molecular! weight! (though! molecular! motion).! The! two! samples!















consisting! of! entangled! chains! of! polymer! whereas! styrene! polyHIPE! is! a! pore<
templated! low! density! polymer.! Perhaps! the! unique! arrangement! of! polyHIPE!









Relaxation! behaviour! of! cross<linked! regions! and! DVB! in! S<co<DVB! polyHIPEs! was!
unclear!after! studies!of! styrene!polyHIPEs! from!chapter!4.! 13C!CPMAS!SSNMR!data!
revealed! that! the! backbone! region! became!more! rigid!with! cross<linking,! this!was!
highlighted! in! the! variable! temperature!
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T1ρ ! relaxation!experiments! for!S<d8<co<DVB!and!S<co<
DVB! polyHIPEs! revealed! quite! different! behaviour! of! motion! (figure! 5.6).! The!
relaxation! profile! of! S<co<DVB! agreed! with! that! for! styrene! polyHIPE! whereas! the!
deuterated! S<d8<co<DVB! polyHIPE! indicated! increased! rigidity! as! a! result! of! cross<
linking! DVB! as! the! profile! was! downshifted! by! comparison.! Furthermore,! the!








T1! and!Young’s!modulus!data! reported! in!chapter!4.!This!highlighted! that!
stability! issues! with! surfactants! in! polyHIPEs! were! more! prevalent! than! originally!
assumed.!
!
The! prohibitive! cost! of! purchase! and! technical! difficulties! in! synthesising! 100%!
deuterated! DVB! meant! that! performing! relaxation! experiments! with! the! cross<
linking! regions!masked!was!not!practical.! It!would!be!expected! that! the! relaxation!
profile! of! 100%! deuterated! DVB! (in! S<co<DVB)! would! resemble! the! profile! of! the!
polystyrene! GPC! standard;! higher! shifted! by! comparison! to! S<co<DVB.!Whilst! it! is!
known! that! many! different! relaxations! exist! in! materials,6–8! thus! it! has! not! been!
! 159!












T1ρ !data!for!S<d8<co<DVB!revealed! interesting!behaviour,!particularly! in!comparison!
to! S<co<DVB! (figure! 5.7).! Considering! S<d8<co<DVB! first,! the! relaxation! across! the!
temperature!range!has!a!sinusoidal!behaviour!that!was!decreasing!in!relaxation!time!
as!the!temperature!was!increased.!The!decrease!in!relaxation!time!as!a!function!of!
temperature! was! consistent! with! the! other! materials! examined! in! this! manner!
throughout!this!work.!However,!the!wave!type!behaviour!of!the!relaxation!profile!is!
more!difficult!to!explain.!One!postulate!considered!that!there!were!many!clusters!of!
DVB! of! different! sizes! and! shapes! and! the! increasing! temperature!was! effectively!























This! behaviour!was! attributed! to! the! fact! that! the! floppy! styrene! chains!were! not!
observed.!In!addition,!the!longer!relaxation!times!reflected!the!effect!of!cross<linking!
and!clustering!of!the!polymer!chains!creating!a!structure!that!allowed!more!efficient!
spin! polarization.! It! would! be! expected! that! with! improved! synthetic! procedures!
greater! homogeneity! of! the! polyHIPE!would! be! realised,! and! these! improvements!
can!be!observed!using!this!technique.!The!ability!to!selectively!observe!these!regions!









In!addition,! studies!of!polyHIPEs! in! chapter!4,! including!S<co<para<DVB,!highlighted!
that! para<DVB!was! detrimental! to! polyHIPE!modulus! as! a! result! of! poor! emulsion!
stability!and!clustering!of!DVB.!Variable!temperature!relaxation!measurements!for!S<
















co<para<DVB! and! S<co<DVB! were! similar! with! a! small! peak! at! 313! K! that! could!
correspond!to!the!peak! in!styrene!GPC!standard!at!283!K,!which! implies!that!para<
DVB!does!not!cross<link!extensively.!In!addition,!comparison!with!S<co<DVB!and!S<d8<
co<DVB! gave! a! further! insight! into! the! structural! effects! of! para<DVB! on! polyHIPE!
structure!(figure!5.9).! It!was!evident!that!the!relaxation!of!S<co<DVB!and!S<co<para<
DVB! became! very! similar,! which! could! be! explained! by! the! increase! in! molecular!
motion! at! higher! temperature.! The! S<d8<co<DVB! relaxation! profile! had! faster!
relaxation! times! than! both! S<co<DVB! and! S<co<para<DVB! polyHIPEs,! indicating! that!
clustering!of!DVB!was!significant.!This!provided!further!evidence!that!clustering!was!





































times!were! very! similar! suggesting! that! clustering!was!maybe!not! as!prominent! in!














clustering! which! would! have! been! reflected! by! longer! relaxation! times! as! the!
clustering!would!have!been!more!prominent!affecting!the!bulk!of! the!polyHIPE.!As!
described! in! chapter! 4,! para<DVB! was! detrimental! to! emulsion! stability,! thus! to!
polyHIPE! structure! and! its! physical! properties.! Therefore,! the! most! probable!
explanation! was! that! the! data! indicated! further! evidence! that! DVB! clusters! were!















profile! of! 100%! styrene! polyHIPE! indicated! similar! behaviour! to! GPC! standard!
polystyrene!but!shorter!times!reflected!the!addition!of!air!into!the!porous!polyHIPE!































T1ρ ! data! provided! more! evidence! that! para<DVB! was! the! source! of!
clustering.! Identification! of! these! issues! is! critically! important! to! laser! target!















T1! relaxation! profile! for! t<BS<co<DVB! polyHIPE! was! consistent! with! previous!
polyHIPEs! indicating! that! t<BS<co<DVB! was! in! a! fast! motion! regime! (figure! 5.12).!
However,!absence!of!a!peak!in!the!profile!suggested!t<BS<co<DVB!behaved!similarly!
to!S<d8<co<DVB,!exhibiting!more! rigid!behaviour! rather! than!100%!styrene!or!S<co<
para<DVB!polyHIPEs.!A!notable! characteristic!was! that! t<BS<co<DVB!had! longer!and!
shorter! relaxation!times!at!higher!and! lower!temperatures,! respectively,!compared!
to!S<co<DVB.!This!can!be!attributed!to!sensitivity!to!the!motion!of!the!t<butyl!group!
at! the! extremes! of! the! temperature! range.! One! explanation! was! that! at! lower!
temperatures! the! t<butyl! group! still! had! sufficient! motion! to! relax! efficiently,!
whereas! at!higher! temperatures! the!motion!of! t<butyl! group! increased! the!energy!
required! for! small! chain! rotations! to! activate.4! Steric! interactions! of! t<butyl! could!












T1ρ ! relaxation! profile! of! t<BS<co<DVB! was! consistent! with! previous! styrene!
polyHIPEs! (figure! 5.13).! The! non<linear! behaviour! at! low! temperatures! suggested!
that!there!could!be!more!than!one!component!present,!but!at!7.5!ms!relaxation!time!
on! average! spin! diffusion! was! efficient! on! that! timescale! (4! ms)! questioning! that!
hypothesis.! Spin! diffusion!would!mean! that! there!would! be! no!way! to! distinguish!
multiple! components! using! this! technique.! This! was! highlighted! at! higher!
temperatures!as!relaxation!times!were!shorter!and! linear!behaviour!was!observed.!





chain! motion! likely! related! to! chain! proximity! rather! than! a! pre! glass! transition!
motion! (at!∼130°C),!which!was! larger! than! the! equivalent! styrene! transition.! Thus!





















modulus! results! for! t<BS! were! lower! than! equivalent! styrene! materials.! Loose!
packing!of!polymer!chains!arose!from!repelling!of!the!t<butyl!group!on!neighbouring!










on! polyHIPE! molecular! motion! across! a! temperature! range.!
€ 
T1! relaxation!
experiments! at! different! temperatures! demonstrated! that! t<BS<co<DVB! had! an!
unexpectedly!rigid!molecular!motion!at!higher!temperatures.!A!suggestion!was!that!
the! t<butyl! group! restricted! small! chain! motions! by! comparison! to! styrene,! thus!





at! lower! temperature! by! comparison! to! styrene! 100%!polyHIPE.! It!was! postulated!
that! the! reduction! of! Young’s! modulus! for! t<BS<co<DVB! polyHIPEs! was! due! to! an!
increase!in!free!volume!causing!less!efficient!chain!packing.!TD<NMR!was!shown!to!















complemented! initial! characterisation! results! from! chapter! 4.! Furthermore,!
application! of! this! technique! to! characterisation! of! these! type! of! low! density!
polymers!was! a! novel! approach.! Using! t<butyl! styrene,! TD<NMR!was! shown! to! be!






the! large! and! aromatic! planar! group! structure! of! the! monomer,! which! was! of!
interest!to!NMR!relaxation!behaviour.!This!would!form!a!contrast!between!styrene!
and!t<butyl!styrene!polyHIPE!relaxation!based!on!different!types!of!groups!attached!
to! the! styrene! aromatic! ring.! In! addition! 2VN! polyHIPEs!were! new! polyHIPEs! that!
have!not!been!reported!before,!which!could!be!of!interest!to!fields!that!modify!the!
surface!of!polyHIPEs!post!polymerisation.!SEM!images!revealed!structures!that!were!
not! typical! for! polyHIPEs! indicating! that! synthesis!was! not! optimised! (figure! 5.14).!
Despite! synthesis! of! 2VN<co<DVB! polyHIPE,! which! was! a! robust! monolith,! typical!
polyHIPE!pore!structure!was!not!achieved! (figure!5.15).!This! indicated! that! in!both!
polyHIPEs! the! surfactant! system! was! not! ideal,! and! no! improvement! was! gained!
when! varied! amounts! of! Span®! 80! was! used! to! form! HIPEs.! Altering! the!
concentration! of! the! surfactant! was! performed! because! polyHIPE! structure! is!
influenced! by! surfactant! concentration.5! Surfactants! with! correct! HLB! for! HIPE! is!
required!for!stable!emulsions!to!be!formed!and!it!was!clear!that!Span®!80!HLB!of!4.3!
was!not!ideal.!However,!on!addition!of!DVB!there!was!evidence!of!a!pore!structure,!
which! indicated! that! the!monomers! were! stabilised!more! efficiently! by! Span®! 80!
(figure! 5.15).! Addition! of! DVB! would! change! the! HLB! compared! to! just! vinyl!
naphthalene.!Testing!with!higher!and!lower!HLB!valued!surfactants!could!resolve!this!
issue! and! an! improved! pore! structure! could! be! achieved.9! Refinement! was! not!











13C! SSNMR! spectra! of! 2VN! polyHIPE! (figure! 5.16)! showed! a! similar! spectrum! to!



















polyHIPE! (table! 5.2).! This! suggested! that! there! was! very! little! freedom! of!motion!
from! the! additional! aromatic! ring! of! vinyl! naphthalene,! which! contrasts! the!
additional! freedom! that! t<butyl! styrene! protons! have.! It! is! possible! that! the!
naphthalene!ring!system!may!have!been!more!flexible!increasing!molecular!motion!
compared!to!styrene,!thus!relax!more!efficiently.!SEM!images!revealed!that!the!2VN!
polyHIPE! structure!was!not! typical!of!polyHIPEs,!which! could!mean! that! there!was!
increased! mobility! of! the! polymer! resulting! in! shorter! than! expected! relaxation!
! 170!
times.!If!2VN!had!a!typical!polyHIPE!structure,!perhaps!the!relaxation!time!would!be!
much! longer.! This! could! be! explained! by! the! size! of! the! naphthalene! ring! system!
resulting!in!more!efficient!pi!stacking!creating!a!rigid!system!preventing!freedom!of!
motion.!In!addition,!this!would!have!the!effect!of!organising!the!larger!chains,!which!




T1ρ ! data! of! 2VN.! Very! long!
€ 
T1ρ ! relaxation! times!
suggested! that! the! larger! chain!motion! of! 2VN! were! organised,! allowing! efficient!





a! broken! emulsion! created! high! density,! and! ordered! regions! by! which! allowed!
efficient! spin! polarisation! for! long!
€ 
T1ρ ! relaxation! measurements! to! be! obtained.!
Higher! density! regions! could! also! account! for! increased!
€ 
T1! relaxation! times!
compared! to! 100%! styrene! polyHIPE.! Obtaining! a! 2VN! polyHIPE,! with! typical!














Experiments! with! 2VN! polyHIPE! were! necessary! in! order! to! compare! to! styrene!
polyHIPEs.! This! helped! to! provide! more! information! on! the! molecular! motion! of!
styrene!polyHIPEs,! particularly! the!effect! of! large! groups! attached! to! the! aromatic!
ring!and!the!resulting!effect!on!structural!order.!Despite!SEM!revealing!a!non<typical!
polyHIPE! structure,! the! increased!
€ 
T1! relaxation! time! compared! to! styrene! was!
attributed! to! efficient! pi! stacking! creating! a! more! ordered! structure,! or! higher!
















PolyHIPE! varied! temperature! NMR! relaxation! experiments! using! TD<NMR! allowed!
more! thorough! structural! investigations.! Revealing! molecular! motion! of! both! non!
cross<linked!and!cross<linked!polyHIPEs!as!a!function!of!temperature!was!valuable!in!




which! indicated!that!clustering!of!DVB!could!be!more!extensive! than! first! thought.!
Thus,! this! work! contributed! significantly! at! identifying! the! scale! of! application!




T1ρ ! relaxation! indicated! that! the! t<butyl! group! increased! polymer! free<volume! by!
comparison!to!styrene.!Increased!molecular!motion!was!possible!if!the!t<butyl!group!
increased!space!between!polymer!chains,!allowing!greater!motion!over!the!applied!
temperature! range.! In! addition,! this! could! help! explain! why! t<butyl! styrene! has! a!






2VN! polyHIPEs! were! of! interest! due! to! the! large! planar! ring! system! effect! on!
polyHIPE! structure.! There! was! an! increase! in!
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to! the! S<co<DVB! inhomogeneity! issue,! suggesting! that! TD<NMR! could! be! used! to!
assess!the!homogeneity!of!polyHIPE!structures.!However,!a!point!of!reference!would!
be!required!based!on!a!homogeneous!structure,!which!can!only!be!obtained!through!
improved! synthesis! methods.! Studies! using! alternative! groups! on! the! styrene!













T1! relaxation! times! of! S<co<DVB! polyHIPEs! and! GPC!








































inertial$ confinement$ fusion$ (ICF)$ research$ for$ many$ years.1–4$ Experiments$ utilising$
low$density$aerogels$in$laser$experiments$is$an$important$factor$in$developing$ICF$as$
an$energy$ source.5,6$One$aspect$of$ this$work$was$ concerned$with$new$ low$density$
carbonIhydrogen$aerogels,$with$the$aim$of$reaching$a$C:H$ratio$of$1:2,$and$densities$
below$50$mg/cc.$Increased$hydrogen$content$increases$the$opacity$of$plasma$at$this$
ratio$as$ there$ is$ less$ carbon,$which$ is$of$higher$Z$ than$hydrogen.$Very$ low$density$
aerogels$are$required$because$with$less$mass,$there$is$less$absorption$and$scattering$
of$ XIrays$ in$ the$ plasma,$ which$ can$ interfere$ with$ experiments.$ New$ aerogels$
facilitate$ the$design$of$ new$experiments,$which$ can$help$ further$ understanding$of$
the$ behaviour$ of$ plasma$ at$ high$ temperature$ and$ pressure$ conditions$ created$ by$
high$energy$lasers.$$
$
A$ long$ standing$ interest$ to$ experimentalists$ are$materials$with$ a$ density$ gradient,$
but$ these$ have$ been$ limited$ to$ date.7,8$ The$ change$ in$material$ density$ causes$ an$
acceleration$ or$ deceleration$ of$ the$ shock$ front$ depending$ on$ orientation$ to$ the$
laser.7$Study$of$plasma$shock$fronts$requires$homogeneous$materials$and$in$certain$
studies$ with$ a$ density$ gradient,$ but$ currently$materials$ are$ often$ fabricated$ from$
components$of$different$densities,$fabricated$separately$then$joined$together.$Thus,$





In$ this$ chapter,$ different$ polymerisable$ hydrocarbons$ were$ studied$ to$ determine$
their$ suitability$ for$ the$ development$ towards$ a$ material$ that$ could$ be$ utilised$ as$
targets$ for$ high$ energy$ physics$ experiments.$ This$ chapter$ also$ describes$ the$
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synthesis$of$new$carbonIhydrogen$aerogels,$ carbonised$aerogels$and$ the$ synthesis$





Divinyl$ benzene$ 80$ (DVB),$ methanol,$ benzene,$ toluene,$ 1,2Idichloroethane$ (DCE),$
azobisisobutyronitrile$(AIBN),$tin$(IV)$chloride,$dicylcopentadiene$(DCPD)$(mixture$of$
exoI$ and$ endoI$ isomers),$ norbornene$ (mixture$ of$ isomers),$ 5IvinylI2Inorbornene$
(5V2N)$ (mixture$ of$ isomers),$ 1,4Idichloro$ pIxylene$ (DCPX),$ chlorobenzene,$
bromobenzene,$ benzylideneIbis$ (tricyclohexylphosphine)Idichlororuthenium$
(Grubbs$ 1),$ bis(tricyclohexylphosphine)I3IphenylI1HIindenI1Iylideneruthenium$
dichloride$ (LG$ Grubbs),$ (1,3IBis(2,4,6Itrimethylphenyl)I2Iimidazolidinylidene)$
dichloro(phenylmethylene)$(tricyclohexylphosphine)$ruthenium$(Grubbs$2).$
$






















DVB$ was$ chosen$ for$ aerogel$ synthesis$ as$ it$ was$ a$ bifunctional$ monomer.$ AIBN$
initiated$ DVB$ produced$ aerogels$ as$ low$ as$ 31$ mg/cm
€ 
−3$ density$ (table$ 6.1).$ SEM$






























characteristic$ is$ highlighted.$ Explaining$ this$ behaviour$ could$ likely$ be$ explained$ by$
that$ synthetic$ conditions$were$not$ ideal$despite$very$ low$densities$ formed$using$a$
typically$ hard$ to$ control$ free$ radical$ polymerisation.$ High$ initiator$ concentrations$
meant$ that$ many$ different$ polymer$ chains$ were$ forming$ simultaneously,$ and$
bifunctional$DVB$meant$that$it$could$crossIlink$chains$effectively,$forming$a$gel,$but$
these$ high$ concentrations$would$ cause$ shorter$ polymer$ chains$ to$ form.$ The$most$
likely$reason$was$due$to$the$strength$of$the$structure$being$insufficient$despite$being$
composed$ of$ small$ pores.$ The$ strength$ was$ such$ that$ the$ aerogel$ had$ enough$
strength$ once$ the$ gel$ network$ had$ formed,$ but$ not$ as$ a$ dried$ species.14$
Comparatively,$the$same$material$consisting$of$smaller$pore$diameters$would$sustain$
greater$stress$than$the$larger$pore$diameter$equivalent,$unless$the$pore$structure$is$
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pore$ size.$ The$ uncontrollable$ freeIradical$ polymerisation,$ and$ solIgel$ chemistry$
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stronger$ aerogels,$ namely$ DCPD.$ This$ monomer$ was$ chosen$ as$ it$ was$ known$ for$
strong$mechanical$properties,15$and$has$been$used$to$produce$low$density$aerogels$
including$ below$ 40$ mg/cc.16,17,2$ Gels$ were$ prepared$ from$ three$ Grubbs$ type$
catalysts$(chapter$3,$figure$3.2)$using$a$ROMP$reaction,$however$aerogels$were$only$
produced$ from$1st$ generation$ type$ catalysts.$Gels$ from$ the$2nd$ generation$ catalyst$
shrunk$ considerably$ on$ dying$ despite$ using$ super$ critical$ fluid$ extraction.$ One$
possible$reason$for$high$shrinkage$was$due$to$differences$ in$ the$catalytic$action$to$
produce$ gels;$ 1st$ generation$ catalysts$ have$ higher$ rates$ of$ initiation$ than$ 2nd$
generation$ catalysts,$ and$ 2nd$ generation$ have$ higher$ rates$ of$ propagation$ over$ 1st$
generation.18$ Thus,$ more$ chains$ growing$ simultaneously$ established$ gel$ networks$
more$ efficiently$ using$ 1st$ generation$ catalysts$ than$ 2nd$ generation.$ 2nd$ generation$
catalysts$likely$produced$gels$consisting$of$long$chains$but$did$not$produce$a$strong$
threeIdimensional$ network.$ Furthermore,$ gels$ using$ either$ catalyst$ generation$ did$


















Grubbs$2$ 2nd$ N/A$ N/A$
$
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Density$ measurements$ revealed$ that$ aerogels$ produced$ by$ Grubbs$ catalysts$ had$
significantly$less$shrinkage$that$AIBN$initiated$aerogels,$1%$compared$to$25I30%$on$
average$(table$6.2).$This$suggested$that$Grubbs$type$catalyst$were$more$efficient$at$
forming$ networks$ than$ free$ radical$ polymerisation.$ Examination$ of$ DCPD$ SEM$
images$ (figure$ 6.2)$ at$ high$magnification$ reveals$ a$ highly$ interconnected$ structure$
that$ could$ explain$ the$ low$ shrinkage$ observed,$ as$ the$ network$ is$ rigid$ due$ to$ the$
catalyst$crossIlinking$the$polymer$despite$an$irregular$pore$structure.$DCPD$appears$












so$ than$ DVB$ at$ equivalent$ densities$ and$ crumbled$ easily.$ This$ was$ unexpected$
considering$ reported$ strong$ mechanical$ properties$ of$ DCPD.$ Inspection$ of$ SEM$
images$of$DVB$and$DCPD$aerogels$at$ lower$magnification$(figure$6.3,$ left)$revealed$
that$ both$ aerogels$ have$ structural$ similarities;$ both$ are$ comprised$ of$ polymer$
clusters$ that$ aggregated$ together$ to$ form$ the$ gel$ network,$ which$ is$ typical$ of$
aerogels.19$ It$ is$ important$ to$note$ the$scale$of$both$ images$and$how$much$smaller$
DVB$ pore$ structure$ is$ compared$ to$ DCPD,$ which$ according$ to$ equation$ 6.1$ can$
impact$ on$ strength.$ Both$ structures$ were$ somewhat$ irregular$ with$ areas$ of$ high$
cluster$aggregation,$which$could$also$affect$the$mechanical$strength.14$Thicker$walls$
and/or$ shorter$ distances$ between$ pores$ and$ clusters$ increase$ strength,$ but$ DCPD$
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has$ thin$ walls$ (figure$ 6.3),$ large$ distances$ between$ clusters,$ which$ are$ combined$
irregularly,$whereas$DVB$has$much$ smaller$ distances$ between$pores.$ Therefore$ at$
lower$densities$this$became$an$issue$for$DCPD$as$there$was$less$material$present$to$
form$a$strong$gel$network.$One$suggestion$to$overcome$this$ issue$was$to$alter$the$







Moreover,$ for$ high$ energy$ lasers$ experiments,$ problems$with$ the$ DCPD$ structure$
would$ become$ a$ significant$ issue$ for$ machining$ to$ target$ dimensions$ in$ a$ similar$
manner$to$polyHIPE$inhomogeneity$(chapter$4).$The$low$strength$of$DCPD$aerogels$
due$to$these$issues$prevented$lower$density$gels$being$obtained,$which$can$not$be$















Norbornene$ and$ 5V2N$were$ studied$ because$ of$ structural$ similarities$ with$ DCPD;$
both$contain$a$strained$ring,$and$in$fact$DCPD$is$a$derivative$of$norbornene.$ In$the$
case$ of$ 5V2N$ there$ is$ an$ extra$ vinyl$ group,$ and$ both$ norbornene$ and$ 5V2N$ are$
known$ polymers.20–23$ Therefore$ the$ same$ conditions$ used$ for$ DCPD$ gels$ were$
utilised$ for$ gel$ formation$ using$ norbornene$ and$ 5V2N.$ However,$ Grubbs$ type$
catalysts$ did$ not$ polymerise$ norbornene,$ and$ no$ gels$ were$ formed$ with$ 5V2N.$
Norbornene$formed$gel$but$minutes$after$formation,$gels$returned$to$a$liquid$state$
(figure$ 6.4).$ It$ was$ thought$ that$ either$ the$ unsaturated$ norbornene$ polymer$




reactive$ centre$ meant$ that$ over$ time$ that$ the$ system$ was$ essentially$ phase$
separating.$ In$ any$ case,$ DCPD$ was$ able$ to$ crossIlink$ as$ it$ contained$ two$ groups$
capable$ of$ ROMP$ whereas$ both$ norbornene$ and$ 5V2N$ only$ had$ one$ ROMP$ ring$
meaning$they$were$unable$crossIlink$on$their$own.$This$meant$that$DCPD$was$more$




it$may$ take$part$ in$ crossIlinking$with$norbornene$monomers.$However$no$ gel$was$
formed$when$DCPD$was$added$to$either$monomer$system.$One$explanation$for$this$
could$ be$ that$ norbornene$ and$ DCPD$ do$ not$ react$ together$ with$ these$ particular$
catalysts$as$this$falls$into$a$different$class$of$reactions;$ring$opening$cross$metathesis$
(ROCM).$Alternatively,$DCPD$was$polymerised$over$5V2N$and$norbornene$creating$












rather$ than$gel$network$ formation,$which$ required$polymer$aggregation,$ therefore$
the$ long$ chain$ formed$ could$ be$ soluble.$ To$ explore$ hanging$ vinyl$ group$
polymerisation,$two$additional$initiators$were$chosen,$AIBN$and$tin$(IV)$chloride,$to$
attempt$gel$ formation.$The$ initiation$and$propagation$mechanisms$of$all$ initiators,$
AIBN,$ tin$ (IV)$ chloride$ and$ ROMP$ are$ different$ to$ each$ other.$ The$mechanisms$ of$




using$ a$ CPD.$ Aerogels$ exhibited$ ∼60%$ shrinkage.$ This$ suggested$ poor$ polymer$
mechanical$ properties$ possibly$ due$ to$ the$ formation$ of$ short$ polymer$ chains$
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resulting$ in$ a$ weak$ gel$ network$ that$ shrunk$ on$ drying.$ SEM$ images$ (figure$ 6.5)$
revealed$ a$ typical$ aerogel$ structure$ consisting$ of$ an$ aggregated$ polymer$ network.$
DCE$was$the$solvent$for$gelling$and$chlorine$containing$solvents$are$known$to$have$
higher$ chain$ transfer$ constants$ than$ solvents$ such$ as$ toluene,$ resulting$ in$ earlier$
termination$of$propagating$chains.25$In$addition,$the$polymer$may$be$less$soluble$in$






To$ improve$ the$ mechanical$ properties$ of$ 5V2N$ gels,$ post$ crossIlinking$ by$ ROMP$
using$ Grubbs$ catalysts$ was$ performed$ as$ the$ vinyl$ group$ in$ the$ strained$ ring$














Before$ treatment$with$Grubbs,$ the$polymer$would$have$a$ larger$ free$volume$ than$
the$corresponding$opened$structure$due$to$the$norbornene$ring$size.$Opening$of$the$
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ring$ would$ allow$ packing$ of$ the$ structure,$ reducing$ free$ volume$ and$ increasing$

























Figure# 6.7.$ 1HI13C$ CPMAS$ SSNMR$ spectra$ for$ 5V2N$ aerogel$ nonIGrubbs$ treated$ (left)$ and$ Grubbs$
treated$(right)$spinning$at$12.5$kHz.$$
$
To$ investigate$ structural$ differences,$ TDINMR$
€ 
T1$ saturation$ recovery$ and$
€ 
T1ρ $

















were$ significantly$ different$ (table$ 6.6).$
€ 
T1$ measures$ small$ group$ and$ end$ group$
rotations,$ which$ are$ modulated$ by$ molecular$ motion.26,27$
€ 
T1$ relaxation$
measurements$ were$ performed$ at$ −50°C$ and$ +100°C$ and$ determined$ that$ the$
aerogels$ were$ in$ an$ increased$molecular$ motion$ regime$ (appendix$ 6.5.1),$ akin$ to$
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styrene$ type$molecular$ relaxation$behaviour.$ Therefore,$ shorter$ relaxation$ time$of$
Grubbs’$ treated$ aerogel$ could$ indicate$ a$ more$ mobile$ structure.$ However,$ the$
relaxation$ times$ could$ also$ reflect$ the$ large$ increase$ in$ density$ of$ the$ aerogel$ by$





ring$ opening,$ increasing$molecular$ motion.$ This$ meant$ that$ spinIlattice$ relaxation$




















5V2N$ aerogels$ below$ 50$ mg/cm
€ 
−3 $ were$ difficult$ to$ form,$ however,$ gels$ that$ did$
eventually$form$contained$large$cracks,$and$gels$that$dried$were$brittle.$Evidence$of$




time.$ In$ addition,$ there$ was$ a$ lack$ of$ evidence$ to$ suggest$ that$ post$ crossIlinking$
experiments$were$ successful.$ The$ inability$ to$ crossIlink$ and$ increasing$ the$ density$
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was$a$significant$issue.$Shrinkages$are$often$irreproducible$and$therefore$unreliable$







Successful$ vinyl$ polymerisation$ using$ tin$ (IV)$ chloride$ suggested$ that$ that$ other$
carbonIhydrogen$vinyl$monomers$could$produce$gels$under$similar$conditions.$DVB$




known$ monomer$ for$ aerogels,$ rescorcinol,29,19$ to$ form$ homopolymer$ gels$ via$
cationic$ polymerisation.$ Resorcinol$ gels$ can$ achieve$ very$ low$ densities$ due$ to$ a$
highly$crossIlinked$network$but$contain$oxygen$which$is$sometimes$not$desirable$for$







in$ table$ 6.6.$ SEM$ revealed$ pore$ sizes$ in$ the$ region$ of$ 100$ nm$ (figure$ 6.9),$ and$ a$
typical$ aerogel$ structure$ of$ aggregated$ clusters$ akin$ to$ previous$ aerogels$





Monomer# Volume#of#SnCl4#(µL)# Gelling#time#(mins)# Temperature#(°C)#
DVB$ 25,$50,$100$ ∼1$ 5$
RT$
DCPX$ 125,$250$ ∼1440$ 85$
$









to$ form$ a$ firm$ gel$ but$ which$ was$ heterogeneous$ in$ appearance.$ Corresponding$





polymerisations$ at$ low$ temperature$ were$ not$ pursued.$ The$ gel$ network$ provided$
little$strength$regardless$of$an$apparent$increase$in$the$efficiency$of$polymerisation,$
which$highlighted$ that$ low$density$gel$ formation$ requires$ sufficient$aggregation$of$
polymer$clusters$into$a$gel.$
$
TDINMR$comparison$of$DVB$aerogels$ from$tin$ (IV)$chloride$and$DVB$aerogels$ from$
AIBN$initiation$was$not$pursued$as$a$matter$of$priority.$TDINMR$studies$of$SIcoIDVB$
polyHIPEs$ revealed$ that$ pore$ size$ contribution$ of$ about$ 300$ nm$ did$ not$ affected$
relaxation$ significantly,$ which$ is$ the$ same$ pore$ size$ range$ as$ these$ aerogels.$











To$ produce$ aerogels$ consisting$ of$ carbon$ and$ hydrogen,$ resorcinolIformaldehyde$
(RF)$ aerogels$ undergo$ carbonisation$ by$ heating$ in$ a$ high$ temperature$ furnace$ to$






Carbonisation$ of$ DCPX$ was$ successful$ and$ without$ significant$ shrinkage$ by$
comparison$ to$ RF$ aerogels,$ which$ shrink$ by$ 50I75%.$ SEM$ images$ revealed$ a$ pore$
structure$ (figure$ 6.10)$ and$ elemental$ analysis$ indicated$ that$ the$ chlorine$ content$
was$ reduced$ to$ 5%$ from$ about$ 15%,$ which$ could$ be$ from$ the$ initiator.$ These$
properties,$ akin$ to$ RF$ aerogels,$ showed$ that$ DCPX$ has$ potential$ as$ a$ new$ laser$
material$ target.$Furthermore,$preparation$of$DCPX$requires$1$week$compared$ to$4$
weeks$for$RF$aerogels.$This$ is$particularly$ important$to$machining$as$this$process$ is$
perhaps$ the$ most$ time$ consuming$ aspect$ of$ target$ fabrication.$ In$ addition,$ RF$
aerogels$ shrink$ after$ CPD$ and$ carbonisation$ by$ 50I75%,$ making$ very$ difficult$ to$








The$ lowest$ density$ DCPX$ aerogel$ achieved$ was$ 72.4±2.5$ mg/cm
€ 
−3 .$ Attempts$ to$
lower$the$density$were$performed$by$making$alterations$to$the$gel$formulation.$This$
included$ decreasing$ the$ initiator$ concentration,$ but$ resulted$without$ success$ –$ no$
gels$were$formed.$Although$lower$densities$would$be$of$interest,$it$was$decided$not$
to$ pursue$ this$ exhaustively$ as$ discovering$ DCPX$ as$ a$ new$ aerogel$ system$ with$
potential$for$use$in$high$energy$laser$experiments$was$considered$acceptable$at$this$



























of$ density$ gradient$ aerogels.$Usually$ synthesis$ of$ gels$ involved$mixing$ solvent$ and$






opposing$ forces$ that$ created$ the$ density$ gradient.$ After$ monomer$ addition,$ DVB$
moved$ towards$ the$ bottom$ of$ the$ vessel,$ through$ the$ denser$ DCE/initiator$ mix$
slowing$this$downward$motion,$as$well$as$simultaneous$polymerisation.$After$some$
initial$ trials,$ a$ 50:50%$mix$of$DCE$and$benzene$was$used$ to$examine$ the$effect$of$
solvent$ density$ on$ gel$ formation$ (figure$ 6.10).$ This$was$ performed$ to$ explore$ the$
possibility$of$controlling$the$density$gradient.$Density$measurements$of$the$DCE$and$
50:50$ DCE:benzene$ aerogels$ showed$ some$ control$ over$ density$ gradients$ using$

































mixed$ completely$ and$ had$ no$ gradient,$ others$ occupied$ half$ of$ the$ vial$ used$ for$




To$ improve$ reproducibility,$ melting$ point$ tubes$ were$ quickly$ inserted$ into$ to$ the$
polymerisation$mixture$after$addition$of$DVB.$It$was$postulated$that$capillary$action$
of$the$gel$mixture$caused$by$the$narrow$tube$would$result$ in$density$gradient$gels$
more$ consistently,$ and$ resulting$ gels$ would$ be$ closer$ to$ laser$ material$ target$
dimensions.$This$technique$significantly$ improved$the$density$gradient$because$the$
melting$point$tube$created$a$smaller$area$for$the$reaction$to$continue$regardless$of$
remaining$ solvent$ surrounding$ the$ tube$ yet$ the$ issue$ of$ measuring$ the$ density$





whereas$ images$ from$ the$ low$density$end$had$a$porous,$ typical$ aerogel,$ structure$











reproducible$ but$ this$ did$ not$ give$ evidence$ of$ the$ nature$ of$ the$ density$ gradient.$
One$ technique$ that$ could$ measure$ this$ was$ XIray$ tomography,$ with$ thanks$ to$
collaborators$ at$ the$ Lebedev$ Physical$ Institute,$ Moscow.32$ XIrays$ scanned$ entire$
aerogels$ and$ using$ a$ calibration$ sample$ of$ known$ density$ generated$ a$ density$
profile.$The$absorption$of$XIrays$by$the$aerogels$is$related$to$the$mass$of$the$sample;$
higher$ density$ regions$ absorb$ more$ than$ lower$ density$ regions$ therefore$
tomography$could$detect$if$a$density$gradient$was$present.$Tomography$of$aerogels$
measured$ densities$ that$ ranged$ from$ 50I600$mg/cm
€ 
















of$ fluids$ whilst$ polymerising,$ as$ random$ addition$ of$ the$monomer$ would$ interact$
with$ the$ solvent/catalyst$mix$ differently$ each$ time.$ Fast$monomer$ addition$would$
cause$ a$ more$ complete$ mixing$ of$ the$ monomer$ and$ solvent/catalyst,$ which$
produced$gels$more$homogenous$in$colour,$whereas$slower$addition$meant$that$less$





first$ time$was$ published$ in$ the$ duration$ of$ this$ work.32$ Despite$ this$ progress,$ the$
technique$needs$further$development$to$refine$the$synthetic$process$to$ensure$that$
aerogels$can$be$produced$with$designed$density$gradients$consistently.$Addition$of$
monomer$ by$ hand$ created$ inconsistency,$ which$ was$ confirmed$ by$ XIray$



































overcomes$ these$ issues.$ $With$ refinement$ to$ improve$control$of$density$gradients,$
these$aerogels$would$satisfy$an$area$of$high$interest$to$plasma$physics$applications.$
$
With$ the$ exception$ of$ DVB,$ strong$ carbonIhydrogen$ aerogels$ below$ 50$ mg/cm
€ 
−3 $
proved$ difficult$ to$ synthesise.$ Some$ gels$ were$ formed$ but$ did$ not$ have$ suitable$
mechanical$ properties$ to$ prevent$ large$ shrinkage$ on$ drying.$ The$ discovery$ of$ new$
aerogels$ with$ increased$ hydrogen$ content$ took$ precedence$ over$ synthetic$
refinement.$ DCPD$ was$ not$ a$ new$ aerogel$ whereas$ 5V2N,$ DCPX,$ and$ DVB$ with$
density$ gradient$ aerogels$ have$ not$ been$ reported$ before.$ SEM$ imaging$ of$ all$
aerogels$ revealed$ typical$ aerogel$ structure$ that$ appeared$ as$ aggregated$ clusters.$
DVB$ aerogels$ from$ AIBN$ initiation$ reached$ as$ low$ as$ 31.0$ mg/cm
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revealed$a$ clustered$ structure$ comprised$of$ fibrous$ chains.$Despite$ the$ small$ pore$





Aerogels$ of$ 5V2N$were$ synthesised$ for$ the$ first$ time$ using$ tin$ (IV)$ chloride.$ PostI
crossIlinking$using$Grubbs$ type$catalyst$ to$enhance$mechanical$properties$was$not$
! 197$







T1ρ $ relaxation$ times$ and$ SSNMR$ indicated$ that$ the$
macrostructures$ remained$ unchanged$ suggesting$ that$ post$ crossIlinking$ was$
ineffective.$$
$
Although$ gels$ below$ 50$mg/cm
€ 
−3 $ were$ not$ achieved$with$ the$monomer$ reported$
here,$the$very$small$pore$size$of$DCPX$helped$to$provide$enough$strength$to$survive$
carbonisation.$Successful$carbonised$DCPX$with$no$significant$shrinkage$other$ than$
carbonised$RF$ aerogels$ is$ now$available.$ Carbonised$RF$ aerogels$ shrink$more$ than$




Using$ a$ solvent$ of$ higher$ density$ than$ the$ monomer,$ pre$ loaded$ with$ initiator$
allowed$density$gradient$formation.$These$aerogels$were$the$first$to$be$synthesised$
using$ this$ technique.$ XIray$ tomography$ indicated$ a$ uniform$ increase$ in$ density$











T1$ relaxation$ experiments$ were$ performed$ in$ order$ to$
determine$ the$ molecular$ motion$ behaviour$ of$ the$ material.$ Liquid$ nitrogen$
contained$ in$ a$ Dewar$ was$ evaporated$ with$ a$ cryogen$ probe,$ which$ monitored$
temperature$ and$ evaporation$ rate,$ was$ inserted$ and$ connected$ to$ the$ TDINMR$
probe$to$cool$to$−50°C$(223$K).$Flow$rates$of$400$L/h$were$used.$To$achieve$+100°C$
(343$K),$a$nitrogen$gas$cylinder$was$connected$ to$ the$TDINMR$probe,$which$has$a$
gas$ heating$ function,$with$ a$ flow$ rate$ of$ 400$ L/h.$ A$ period$ of$ 20/30$minutes$was$










for$ a$ rigid$ polymer,$ both$ crossIlinked$ and$ non$ crossIlinked.$ Specifically,$ this$ is$ a$
motion$ above$ the$
€ 
T1$ minimum,$ between$ fast$ group$ rotations$ and$ slower$ chain$




























To$ demonstrate$ the$ effect$ the$ solvent$ had$ on$ the$ density$ gradient$ of$ DVB$ during$
formation,$ a$ series$ of$ different$ solvent$ mixtures$ were$ prepared$ using$ DCE$ and$
toluene.$After$ the$solvent$mixtures$had$been$prepared,$a$pipette$was$used$ to$add$
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WAS: 25873   Sample ID: DCPX 100    Sample Type: Solid 
Technique   Element   Units           Result                Date 
 
SOP 31       Carbon     %wt/wt  80.09  81.76   17-Mar-14 
                    Hydrogen                         5.23  5.44    
                    Nitrogen   0  0    
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have! set! new! challenges! for! synthesis! and! characterisation! techniques! for! low!
density! porous! polymers.! Novel! and! imperative! high! energy! laser! physics!
experiments! can! be! designed! by! developing! new! materials! and! characterisation!
techniques,!some!based!on!the!improvements!of!existing!methods,!are!an!essential!
part!of!this!success.!One!of!the!most!important!plasma!physics!experiments!relevant!
here! is! generating! plasmas! with! increased! opacity.1–3! In! order! to! achieve! this!
increased! opacity,! materials! with! an! empirical! formula! of! C1H2! are! needed,! as!
currently! C1H1!materials! used! for! other! experiments! cannot! generate! the! required!
opacity.! The! increased! hydrogen! content! reduces! the! level! of! absorbed/scattered!
higher!energy!XIrays!that!can!cause!interference!in!diagnostics.!!
!




increase! per! unit! length.! Some! density! gradient! aerogels! have! been! reported! in!
literature.5–8!However,!these!density!gradient!aerogels!are!based!on!silica!or!contain!
oxygen! in! their! composition,! and! produced! in! multiple! steps,! which! can! produce!
inhomogeneity!at! the!edges!between!two!regions!of!different!density.!The!density!
gradient! aerogels! reported! here! are! DVB! aerogels! (carbonIhydrogen! composition)!
made! in! one! step,! which! reduces! the! risk! of! inhomogeneity.! Furthermore,! DVB!
aerogels!do!not!have!heavy!elements!such!as!silicon,!which!could!be!a!problem!for!
some! experiments! depending! on! the! diagnostic! equipment! used.! In! addition,! the!
aerogels! synthesised! were! required! to! possess! high! mechanical! strength! at! low!
density,!which!is!not!always!easy!to!achieve.!!
!




the! improvement!was! influenced!by!polyHIPE!structure.! In!addition,!homogeneous!
density! gradient! aerogels! were! synthesised! from! a! oneIstep! process! and!
characterised!for!the!first!time.9!!
!




Nuclear! spin! relaxation! times! are! dependent! on! molecular! motion,! therefore! by!
observation!of!relaxation!times!it!was!possible!to!analyse!differences!in!polyHIPE!and!
aerogel! structure.! Also,! different! frequencies! of! observation! could! probe! different!
frequencies! of! molecular! motion.! ! Relaxation! studies! have! been! carried! out! on! a!
number! of! solid! materials! including! polymers,10–12! however,! very! little! research!
concerned! with! low! density! polymers.13! A! preliminary! study! was! therefore!











demonstrated! the! molecular! motion! of! PVDF,! revealing! that! specific! phase!
transitions! (glass! transition! and!melt)! were! region! specific.! This! was! also! the! first!
time!PVDF!had!been!investigated!using!TDINMR.!Polystyrene!relaxation!data!was!not!
as!revealing!as!PVDF!due!to!the!different!properties!of!polystyrene.!However,!in!this!
work! low! density! polymers! were! largely! based! on! styrene,! and! these! preliminary!
experiments!were! applied! to! these!materials.! Overall,! this! initial! study! gave! some!








not! considered! the! influence!of!pore! size!and! the!discussions!have!been!based!on!
wall!thickness!and!controlled!synthetic!routes!only.!Furthermore,!explanations!why!
physical! strength! varied! as! a! function! of! crossIlinking! percentage! were! not!
addressed.! In! the! field! of! laser! target!material! development! strategies! to! improve!
physical!properties,!had!not!been!extensively!investigated!until!this!study.!
!
It! has! been! shown! that! enhanced! mechanical! properties! in! polyHIPEs! has! a!
dependency! on! pore! size! dependency,18! which! this!work! benefited! from,! and! can!
further! contribute! to! that! discussion.! The! double! syringe! technique! to! form!HIPEs!
was! considered! to! generate! increased! shear! force! by! comparison! to! overhead!
stirring!mixing.! This! produced! smaller! emulsion! droplets! resulting! in! a! small! pore!
sized!polyHIPE.!Emulsion!formulation!was!also!important,!using!formulations!based!
on! previous! studies! that! aid! in! formation! of! small! pore! size! and! high!mechanical!
strength! polyHIPEs.16! Investigating! different! crossIlinked! polyHIPEs! with! TDINMR!
could!provide!explanations!as!to!why!this!occurred.!
!
Mechanical! analysis! of! varied! crossIlinked! SIcoIDVB! polyHIPEs! correlated! with!
previous! studies,19! however! polyHIPE! mechanical! strength! here! was! higher! than!
other! reports! that! used! ∼130! mg/cc! density! polyHIPEs.20! SEM! and! mercury!
porosimetry! revealed! pore! sizes! of! about! 1! µm! and! 0.4! µm! respectively,! which!
would!contribute!to!increased!mechanical!strength!of!polyHIPEs!compared!to!larger!
pore! sized! equivalent! (with! constant! wall! thickness).! Using! TDINMR,!
€ 
T1! relaxation!








such! as! large! chain! rotation,! suggested! that! polyHIPEs! became! more! rigid! with!
increasing! DVB! content! but! later! identified! to! be! clustering! of! DVB! polymer.!
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Combining!data! from!both! relaxation!experiments!provided!deeper!analysis!of! the!
structure,! which! helped! to! identify! clustering! of! DVB! in! polyHIPEs.! Clustering!was!













necessary! for! laser! targets.! Experimental!modeling! requires!density!measurements!
accurate! to! within! 1! mg/cc! or! less! of! target! density.! Therefore! inhomogeneity!
presents!a!number!of!issues!if!laser!targets!are!machined!from!a!region!of!higher!or!
lower! density.! For! example,! a! target! shaped! (machined)! from! such! high! or! low!




Varible! temperature! TDINMR! experiments! using! SId8IcoIDVB! revealed! that!




linked! areas! only,! however,! fast! relaxation! times! indicated! the! presence! of! many!
freely! rotating!groups.!This!was!only!possible! if! clustering!of!DVB!was!extensive! to!
create! many! free! rotating! groups! resulting! in! the! observed! fast! relaxation! times.!
These! experiments! were! performed! in! the! ideal! crossIlinking! percentage! region,!
which!was!unexpected.!It!was!suggested!that!emulsion!stability!was!the!route!of!this!
issue,! affecting! physical! properties.! However,! the! prohibitive! cost! of! obtaining!
deuterated!DVB!meant!that!masking!of!these!rigid!regions!was!not!possible,!which!
would! have! been! valuable! in! understanding! the! molecular! motion! of! clusters!
allowing!a!better!understanding!of!the!problem.!Alternative!strategies!to!resolve!the!
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problem! were! attempted! using! a! crossIlinker! with! higher! purity,! and! different!
surfactant!systems.!
!
DVB! 80! is! a! stock! bought! mixture! of! monomers! and! nonIreacting! species! could!
create! inhomogeneous! polyHIPE! microstructures! due! to! differences! in! stability! of!
each!species!in!the!emulsion.!In!order!to!establish!this,!experiments!were!carried!out!
using!paraIDVB!(85%)!as!a!crosslinker!instead!of!DVB!80!in!SIcoIDVB!polyHIPE.!It!was!




contains!paraIDVB,! thus!paraIDVB!could!be! contributing! to!poor!emulsion! stability!




were! achieved! by! use! of! a! mixed! Span®! 80/20! surfactant! system! in! polyHIPEs!
containing! either! DVB! 80! or! paraIDVB! provided! a! future! avenue! of! research! to!
pursue.! A! 3Isurfactant! system,! which! has! been! shown! to! improve! emulsion!
stability,21! was! attempted! but! resulting! polyHIPEs! were! fragile! and! crumbled.!
Structural!details!observed!by!SEM!revealed!a!nonIHIPE!structure!suggesting!that!the!
interfacial! tension!between! the! immiscible! liquids!may!have!been! reduced! too! far!
and! to! such! an! extent! that! the! phases! became! miscible.! Studies! into! the! mixed!
Span®!surfactant!system!were!not!exhaustive! to! fully! resolve! this! issue.!The!mixed!
Span®! surfactant! system! decreased! pore! size,! which! could! improve! polyHIPE!
strength.!Given!that!pore!size!and!homogeneity!contribute!to!physical!strength,!and!
the! mixed! Span®! surfactant! system!made! significant! contributions! opening! up! an!
interesting!area!to!investigate!further.!
!




an! innovative! contribution! to! the! nonIdestructive! characterisation! of!materials! for!
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high! energy! laser! experiments.! This! work! not! only! demonstrated! TDINMR! as! a!
characterisation! technique! for! laser! target! material,! but! also! could! be! applied! to!
other! fields! that! are! interested! in! polyHIPE! physical! properties.! The! capabilities! of!
TDINMR!could!allow!this!technique!to!be!used!to!screen!material!strength!within!a!
system! of! interest! and! give! an! idea! of! material! inhomogeneity.! Whilst! it! cannot!
replace!techniques!such!as!DMA!because!TDINMR!cannot!place!quantitative!values!
on! strength,! assessment! of! strength! using! a! nonIdestructive! technique! can! offer!
faster! characterisation!of! structures!without! the!need! for! laborious!preparation!of!
polyHIPE! discs.! With! the! expansion! of! potential! bioImedical! applications! of!
polyHIPEs,22–27! TDINMR! could! be! valuable! tool! to! assess! these! materials! during!
development.!Analysis!of!structure!in!regional!detail!based!on!specific!frequencies!of!
molecular! motion! is! something! conventional! polymer! characterisation! techniques!
cannot!achieve.! In!addition,! this! could!be!used! to!help!understanding!of! structural!
differences! between! two!materials! based! on! the! same! polymer! system! that! have!




processing! of! data! was! slower.! The! MQ20! NMR! machine! was! not! designed! for!
research!applications!such!as! this,!but! for!commercial!qualitative!applications.!This!










data,! which! could! only! be! explained! by! clusters! of! crossIlinked!material,! however!
this!took!time!to!ascertain!and!eventually!resolve.!
!
Another! primary! objective! in! this! work! was! synthesis! of! new! materials! with!
increased!hydrogen!to!carbon!ratio,!ideally!to!C1H2.!C1H2!foams!are!used!for!opacity!
experiments! in! laser! physics! as! the! high! hydrogen! content! makes! the! resulting!
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plasma!more!opaque.!The!most!widely!used!porous!material!for!these!experiments!
is! polymethylpentene,! commercially! known! as! TPX®.! TPX®! is! extremely! difficult! to!
synthesise!from!the!monomer!because!of!the!conditions!used!in!the!synthesis,!this!
could! only! be! done! in! an! industrial! set! up.! However,! it! is! feasible! to! synthesise!
porous! TPX®! from! solutions! of! TPX®! dissolved! in! different! solvents! by! chemical,!
thermal! and! solvent! induced! phase! separation! techniques.! TPX®! foams! have! been!
produced! by! these! methods! for! opacity! experiments! for! many! years.28,29! Despite!






Although! the! ideal! material! for! opacity! experiments! is! C1H2,! hydrogen! to! carbon!
ratios! larger! than! one!will! be! acceptable! for! the!majority! of! opacity! experiments.!
TPX®! is! unique! and! there! is! no! reported!material! in! the! literature! with! the! same!
empirical! formula,! therefore! any!material! with! empirical! formula! C1Hn>1! will! be! of!
great!importance!to!high!energy!laser!experiments.!
!
Some! novel! and! interesting! aerogels! were! also! developed,! using! a! number! of!
established! synthetic! methods! including! ROMP! and! cationic! polymerisation.!
Although! 5Ivinyl! norbornene! and! dichloroparaxylene! (DCPX)! had! acceptable! pore!
structure! and! uniformity,! the! hydrogen! to! carbon! ratios! of! C1H1.33! based! on! the!
monomer!were!also! the!highest! achieved! in! this!work!were! sufficiently!high! to!be!
considered! for! opacity! experiments.! However,! DCPX! contained! chlorine! from! the!








High! strength! and! a! large! increase! in! hydrogen! content! suggested! it! could! be!
machined!and!used!a! target! in!opacity!experiments.!At! the! time!of!writing,! tIbutyl!
styrene! polyHIPE! has! already! been! accepted! as! a! possible! material! for! opacity!
experiments.!TDINMR!demonstrated!the!effect!of!the!large!tIbutyl!group,!increasing!
polymer!freeIvolume!of!the!structure,!which!was!seen!by!TDINMR.!It!was!postulated!
that! the! increased! free! volume! lowered! the! Young’s! modulus! by! comparison! to!
styrene! by! preventing! close! packing! of! the! polymer! chains.! TIbutyl! polyHIPE! has!
highlighted! that! changes! to! the!HIPE!chemistry! can! significantly!affect! the!physical!




a! wide! variety! of! experiments! in! high! energy! physics! that! do! not! require! specific!
empirical!formulae.!It!was!suggested!here!that!DCPX!aerogel!could!be!an!alternative!
to!established!resorcinolIformaldehyde!(RF)!and!carbonised!RF!aerogels.!RF!aerogels!
are! laborious! to! prepare! taking! at! least! one!month,!whereas! DCPX! gels,! including!
carbonisation,! require! half! the! time.! DPCX! aerogels! had! acceptable! homogeneous!
pores! and! the! only! aerogel! in! this! work! that! survived! the! carbonisation! process!
without!loss!of!other!mechanical!properties.!More!importantly,!DCPX!did!not!shrink!
during! carbonisation,! which! is! a! common! occurrence! with! aerogels! including! RF,!
suggesting! it! has! a! strong! structure.! There! appears! to! be! no! reports! on! DCPX! or!
carbonised! DCPX! aerogels! in! the! literature,! and! this! new! aerogel! could! be! a!
significant! new! aerogel! for! designing! new! high! energy! laser! experiments.! DCPX!





difficult! to! achieve! for! aerogels! with! carbonIhydrogen! composition.! This! could! be!
due! to!a! lack!of! interest! in! carbonIhydrogen!aerogels,!as! silica!aerogels!have!been!
employed! for! largeIscale! projects.30,8! Yet,! for! plasma! physics! experiments,! low!
density! carbonIhydrogen! materials! with! a! homogeneous! density! gradient! would!
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increase!understanding!of! some!aspects!of!high! temperature!and!pressure!physics!




and! irreproducible! inhomogeneity.5,31! The! one! step! production! method! reported!
here!demonstrated!a!new!technique!to!form!homogeneous!density!gradient!carbonI
hydrogen! aerogels.! By! using! liquid!monomer! and! a! solvent/catalyst!mix! that! have!
different! densities! from! each! other,! a! density! gradient! is! developed! as!
polymerisation!progresses.9!The!difference!in!density!of!the!two!liquids!and!the!rate!
of! addition! of! the! monomer! into! the! mix! produce! the! density! gradient! as!
polymerisation!begins!on!monomer/solvent!contact.!These!aerogels!had!dimensions!
of! 1mm! x! 6mm!on! average! and!whilst! too! large! for! laser! targets! the! potential! to!
develop! these! materials! remains! feasible.! Perhaps! a! challenging! aspect! of! this!
production! method! reported! here,! and! remains! to! be! resolved,! was! the! high!
variance!in!density!gradient!of!the!aerogels.!The!gradient!was!as!high!as!500!mg/cc!
and! low!as!100!mg/cc.9!The! inability!to!control!the!density!gradient! is!very! limiting!
due! to! the! requirement! for! accurate! density! measurements! to! ensure! correct!
modeling!and!interpretation!of!results.!!
!
Overall! this! work! demonstrated! increased! polyHIPE! mechanical! strength,! a! new!
technique!for!characterisation!using!TDINMR,!and!synthesis!of!a!variety!of!new!low!
density!materials!with!the!potential!for!development!into!a!laser!target!material.!For!
laser! target!materials,!both!of! these!aims!were! significant! steps! towards!achieving!
materials! that! would! allow! greater! capabilities! for! plasma! physics! experiments.!
Perhaps!SIcoIDVB!was!regarded!as!a!wellIstudied!polymer!system,!but!at!microIscale!
level! polyHIPE! structure! revealed! interesting! structural! behaviours! and! molecular!
motions! that! were! not! reported! before! because! of! the! scale! of! this! application!
compared! to! others.!HIPEs! are! complicated! emulsions! and! resulting! polyHIPEs! are!




applications! of! polyHIPE! in! this! work,! the! areas! of! inhomogeneity! observed! and!
investigated! will! have! an! impact! on! future! synthetic! strategies! for! laser! targets.!
Whilst! established! techniques! remain! valuable! to! polyHIPE! characterisation,! they!
were!not!addressing!the!problems!that!are!specific!to!materials!synthesised!for!laser!
targets.!TDINMR!addressed!some!of!these!issues,!however,!TDINMR!is!not!a!standI





A! new! oneIstep! synthesis! of! density! gradient! aerogel! was! developed,! which! once!
refined! further!will! facilitate!series!of!novel!high!energy! laser!physics!experiments.!







During! this!project! a!number!of!problems!were!addressed!and! resolved,!however,!
due!to!the!lack!of!time!a!few!issues!that!could!not!be!looked!into!deserves!further!
attention.! These! were! categorised! as! shortIterm! objectives,! which! would! take!
approximately! 6!months! to! complete! and! would! compliment! the! work! presented!
here.!Predictably,!some!interesting!projects!were!identified!during!the!course!of!this!











TDINMR! showed! promise! as! a! new! characterisation! technique! for! low! density!
porous! polymers,! however! time! did! not! allow! for! varied! temperature! relaxation!
experiments!of!many!systems!including!tIBS!and!paraIDVB!homopolymer!polyHIPEs.!
This!will!provide!more!structural! information,!based!on!molecular!motion,!allowing!
better! characterisation!of! these!polyHIPEs.! It!was! thought! that! the!homopolymers!
would! exhibit!more!molecular!motion! than! the! crossIlinked! equivalents! that!were!
analysed!in!this!work.!This!would!confirm!the!effect!on!molecular!motion!that!crossI
linking!has!on! the! structure,!particularly! the!effect!of! the! tIbutyl! group.!The! freely!









the! ideal! mixture! of! surfactants! to! use.! Reduction! of! the! emulsion! coarsening!
mechanisms! would! likely! result! in! smaller! pore! sizes! and! a! more! homogeneous!
structure.!Furthermore,!this!would!contribute!towards!a!larger!goal!of!resolving!the!
inhomogeneity! issue! in!SIcoIDVB!polyHIPEs.!TDINMR!could!be!used!to!characterise!












Longer! term!projects!would!encompass! resolving!of!PolyHIPE!and!density! gradient!
aerogel!synthetic! issues,!as!well!as! further!evidence! is!required!to!substantiate!the!
claims!of!TDINMR.!One!strategy!for!addressing!PolyHIPE!synthetic!issues!is!to!apply!
different! surfactant! systems,! including! the! previously! mentioned! mixed! Span®!
system!and!3Isurfactant! system,! to! achieve! improved!pore!homogeneity.!Applying!
various!surfactant!systems!could!target!better!stabilisation!of!the!emulsion,!reducing!
coarsening! mechanisms! whilst! the! monomers! cure! into! a! polyHIPE.! The! resulting!
polyHIPE!may!have!more!homogeneous!pore! structure,!which! could!be!probed!by!
SEM,! mercury! porosimetry! and! TDINMR! in! the! same! manner! as! this! work! to!
determine! the! effect! of! these! different! surfactant! systems.! TDINMR! could! also!
investigate! the! extent! of! clustering! of! DVB! in! each! system! by! using! deuterated!
styrene!and!varied! temperature! relaxation!experiments.!However,! clustering! could!
be! an! inherent! issue! with! DVB! and! styrene! as! a! polymer! system! that! specifically!
relates!to!high!density!clusters!found!in!SIcoIDVB!polyHIPE.!Higher!reactivity!of!DVB!
than! styrene! could! result! in! formation! of! DVB! polymer! regions! over! suitable!
copolymerisation,! thus! investigation! of! crossIlinkers! other! than! DVB! is! required.!
Another! likely! possibility! is! that! clustering! and! poor! emulsion! stability! cannot! be!
eliminated!in!HIPE!as!the!high!internal!phase!volumes!put!too!much!pressure!on!the!
surfactant! films! to! prevent!microscale! inhomogeneities! forming.! These! two! issues!
are! related! thus! requires! an! extensive! study! to! distinguish! these! issues! from!each!
other.!!
!
Surfactant! systems! such! as! the! 3Isurfactant! system! could! be! investigated! in!more!
detail,! which! has! demonstrated! its! effectiveness! in! HIPE! stability.21! Investigations!
using!a!3Isurfactant!system! in! this!work!were! limited,!with!characterisation!results!
indicating!that! it!perhaps!not!effective!on!the!pore!size!scale!of!polyHIPEs!made!in!
this!work.!It!is!possible!that!the!smaller!pore!size!of!polyHIPEs!produced!by!the!twoI
syringe! method! requires! different! concentrations! of! surfactants! than! larger! pore!





but! possibly! other! applications! reliant! on! homogeneity! of! microstructure! in!
polyHIPEs.!!
!
In! addition! to! the! aforementioned! studies,! application! of! TDINMR! to! a! different!
polymer!system!is!necessary!to!ensure!validation!of!its!capabilities!and!to!find!out!its!




should! be! investigated.! One! such! system! that! would! be! relevant! is! resorcinolI




stage! compared! to! the! previous! step.! It! would! be! expected! that! after! initial! gel!
formation! and! the! first! crossIlinking! process! the! structure! would! become!




T1ρ ! could! be! more!





the! structure! resulting! in! faster! relaxation! times! as! the! structure! is! locked! into!
random,!but!rigid,!order.!The!sample!temperature!inside!TDINMR!apparatus!can!be!
set! and! controlled! accurately,! which! can! give! an! advantage! of! studying!
polymerisation! from! the! onset! of! gelation! of! the! system,! allowing! study! of!
polymerisation! in! real! time.! SSNMR! would! be! able! to! confirm! this! due! to! the!
dependency! of! lineIwidths! on! structure.! Carbonisation! removes! byIproducts! from!





T1! relaxation! times,! with!
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of! the! future,! would! require! significant! effort! in! the! synthetic! process.! For! this!
density!gradient!aerogel!to!be!a!viable!material!for!laser!applications,!two!important!
goals!need!to!be!accomplished.!The!first!is!the!ability!to!control!the!density!gradients!
to! a! prescribed!maximum!and!minimum!per! unit! length!of! the! aerogel,! and! to!be!
able! to! reproduced! this.! The! second! is! to! be! able! to! produce! these! prescribed!
density! gradient! aerogels! closer! to! laser! target! dimensions.! A! technique! to!
standardise! the! controlled! addition! of! the!monomer! to! the! solvent/catalyst!mix! is!





the! most! efficient! characterisation! technique! and! could! be! used! to! monitor!
consistency! in! density! gradient! aerogels.! Assuming! the! effectiveness! of! the! liquid!
dispenser!and!XIray!tomography!characterisation,!varying!the!volume!or! frequency!
of! insertion! could! be! tested! as! a! method! to! control! the! gradient! produced.! The!
synthetic! process! of! density! gradient! aerogels! is! challenging! and! could! be! timeI
consuming! to! resolve,!especially! reducing! the!aerogel! scale!closer! to!a! laser! target!
size.! Reducing! the! scale! reduces! the!mass! and! therefore! strength! of! the!material,!
which! could! result! in! damage! to! the! aerogel! from! the! drying! process.! In! addition,!
reduced!mass!will!result!in!reduced!XIray!absorption,!affecting!the!material!contrast!
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